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On Larcher Subgroups and Fourier Coefficients of Modular Forms 
Noushin SabetghadamHaghighi, Ph.D. 
Concordia University, 2010. 
The Theory of Moonshine was initiated more than three decades ago to explore the 
interaction between the sporadic simple groups and the Fourier coefficients of modular 
functions on Moonshine-type groups. Even though this theory now involves a larger 
variety of diverse concepts and structures, the interplay between these two subjects 
remains the central theme of this theory. The purpose of this thesis was motivated 
by Moonshine, but it is within the second domain. This work is two-fold, covering 
the structure of a class of congruence subgroups and the computation of the Fourier 
coefficients of modular forms defined on genus-zero moonshine-type subgroups. 
The purpose of the first part of this thesis is to compute some invariants of a 
family of congruence subgroups containing Larcher subgroups. These subgroups ini-
tially were defined by Larcher to prove his result on the cusp widths of congruence 
subgroups. However it later turned out that these subgroups have an interesting role 
in the classification of genus-zero and genus-one torsion-free congruence subgroups. 
The second part of this thesis is a generalization of the recurrence formulae which 
were first established by Bruinier. Kohnen and Ono for the Forurier coefficients of 
the modular forms of the full modular group. Shortly after, similar recurrences were 
found by some other authors for some genus-zero congruence subgroups of the full 
modular group. Using a different technique, this work finds the universal recursive 
formulae satisfied by the Fourier coefficients of any mcromorphic modular form on any 
genus-zero subgroup of SL(2.R) commensurable with SL(2, Z). 
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"Moonshine is NOT a well-defined term, but everyone in the area recognizes 
it when they see it. Roughly speaking it means weird connections between 
modular forms and sporadic simple groups.'' 
Richard E. Borcherds [B.R01]. 
1.1 Big Picture 
The classification of finite simple groups states that every finite simple group either 
belongs to one of the infinite families: Cyclic groups of prime orders; Alternating groups 
of degree at least five: Lie type groups including 16 infinite families; or it is one of the 
26 sporadic finite simple groups. The smallest sporadic simple group, the Mathieu 
Group Mil, is of order 7920 and the largest one, Fischer-Griess. denoted by M is of 
order 
|M| = 246 - 320 • 59 • 76 • 112 - 133 • 17 • 19 • 23 • 29 • 31 • 41 • 47 • 59 • 71. 
1.1 Big Picture 2 
known as the "Monster". Although the existence of M had been independently proved 
by Fischer and Griess in 1973, it was in 1980 that Griess [G81] constructed M as the 
automorphism group of the Griess algebra, a 196883-dimensional commutative non-
associative algebra. The theory of "Monstrous Moonshine" unofficially began in 1974 
when Ogg [Og74] noticed that the prime numbers appearing in the factorization of 
|M| coincide with those p's for which the Riemann surface resulting from taking the 




is of genus zero. Shortly after, Mckay observed that 196884 = 196883 + 1, where 
196884 is the first non-trivial coefficient of the normalized Hauptmodul J = j — 744 = 
q'1 + 196884g + 21493760<72 + - - - of the full modular group SL(2, Z) and 196883 is 
the smallest dimension of a non-trivial complex representation of M. Although it 
first seemed to be a coincidence, Mackay's observation was generalized by Thompson 
[Th79] who found that the first five coefficients of J are simple linear combinations of 
the character degrees of M. Indeed, Thompson asked if there exists a graded M-module 
V = Qn>iVn such that dim(Vn) = c„, where 
oo 
n = l 
is the normalized Hauptmodul of SL(2,Z). Moreover, he suggested studying the 
Thompson-Mckay series 
oc 
n = l 
for all g 6 M. Since the conjugate elements in M have identical Thompson-Mckay 
series, g (in Tg) could be considered as a representative of one of 194 conjugacv classes 
of the Monster. 
1.1 Big Picture 3 
The term "Monstrous Moonshine" was coined by Conway as a name for unexpected 
relationships between sporadic simple groups and modular functions. Conway and 
Norton [CN79] in their article under the title of "Monstrous Moonshine" conjectured 
that for any g G M, the Thompson-Mckay series Tg associated to g gives rise to a 
normalized Hauptmodul of a genus-zero modular group Gg of moonshine-type. A 
modular group G is called of moonshine-type if it contains To{N) for some N and 
also if G has the transformation z i-> z + k then k G Z. The group Grj is a genus-
zero modular group which lies between TQ(N) and its normalizer in PSL(2,R), for 
some N = hn where n is the order of g in M and h is the largest divisor of 24 
whose square divides N. These groups are genus-zero subgroups of SL(2, R) which are 
commensurable with SL(2, Z). 
Conway and Norton also conjectured that there must be "three or four hundred 
cases" of such subgroups whose Hauptmoduls have algebraic integer coefficients, 171 of 
which correspond to the elements of M. It turns out that the Hauptmoduls of interest 
have rational coefficients. So we are dealing with "rational conjugacy classes" rather 
than conjugacy classes. Therefore for any g G M, Tg and Tg™ turn out to be the 
same if m is coprime to n where n is the order of g in M. Then, having the same 
Thompson-Mckay series for the classes 27 A and 21B "accidently" reduces the number 
of distinct Tg's by 1. So the number of the distinct Thompson-Mckay Series is less 
than the number of the conjugacy classes of M. Although the correspondence between 
the Monster conjugacy classes and the genus-zero moonshine-type subgroups is quite 
remarkable, it is not one to one. 
Cummins [Cu04] found all genus-zero and genus-one moonshine-type subgroups 
of SL(2, R) to answer the question of Conway and Norton regarding a complete list of 
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such subgroups. He showed there are precisely 6486 genus-zero moonshine-type groups 
of which 616 have rational coefficients. However there is an action of Z/24Z on such 
subgroups and also Galois conjugations which reduce these groups to 371 equivalence 
classes, 310 of them have rational coefficients. 
1.2 Chapter 2: Overview 
Due to the significant role played by genus-zero modular groups in Monstrous Moon-
shine, Sebbar [SebOl] classified the torsion free genus-zero congruence subgroups of 
SL(2,R). Sebbar exploits a family of congruence subgroups 
TT(m,:m/d,e,x) = 
/ l + ki{m/ex) k2d \ 
A e SL(2, Z) A = ± , k3 = rfci (mod x) 
\ k3{rn/x) 1 + kA{m/ex) / 
where d \ m, rn/d = li2n, with n square-free, e | /; and x I gcd(rie, ?n/dc2), first 
introduced by Larcher [L84]. Larcher defined these subgroups to prove that the set of 
cusp widths of any congruence subgroup is closed under taking greatest common divisor 
and least common multiple. First he verified this property for the set of cusp widths 
of any TT{m\m/d, e, x) and then he remarked that for any congruence subgroup H of 
SL(2, Z) of level m and least cusp width d, there exists a TT(m: mjd. e, \ ) for suitable 
X and r such that they have the same set of cusp widths. 
Besides the application of Larcher subgroups in Sebbar's work, Larchers results 
have been used as a criterion to distinguish between congruence and non-congruence 
subgroups of the full modular groups (see for instance [Hs96]). These applications 
together with the possibility of extending Sebbar's work to higher genus groups 
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motivated us to study a class of congruence subgroups of the full modular group 
which contains Larcher subgroups and to compute their signature. The signature of a 
congruence subgroup H is the 5-tuple (/x, ^ 2,1^3,^00,^) where /x stands for the index 
of H in PSL(2, Z), z/2 and v>3 are the number of its inequivalent elliptic fixed points of 
order 2 and 3 respectively, iAx> gives the number of regular cusps of H and v'^ is the 
number of irregular cusps of H. What follows is a summary of the results of this joint 
project with Cummins ([CS09] and [CS1]) which will be presented in Chapter 2 with 
the details. To begin with, we define: 
H(p,q,r;x,r) = 
1 + ap bq \ 
G SL(2, Z) a, b,c,deZ, c = ra (mod
 x) > , 
cr 1 + dp J J 
where p \ qr and \ \ gcd(p, qr/p), and note that this class contains the family of Larcher 
subgroups projectively and more specifically 
TT(m:m/d, e, x) — ^H(m/ex-, d,m/x',X- T)-
The following technical lemma will allow us to reduce the computations to special 
cases. 
Lemma 1.2.1. Suppose p.q,r,x and T are positive integers such that p | qr and 
X I gcd(p, qr/p). Let g = gcd(x, r ) . Then the groups H{p, q, r: x. T) and H(p, gqr; xlo) 
have the same signature, where H(p, JV; x) — H(p. N, l\x- !)• 
Let now k = lcm[gcd(jy2, N)x, N] and define c(p, N; x) a s follows: 
,







 d>{N) ^ lcm[d. d',pk/N] '' 
d\k/x 
where dd! = k/\ and where <p is the Euler function. It is proved in Chapter 2 that 
c(p. N: x) is the number of orbits of H(p. N: x) acting on a set related to the cusps of 
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T(N). This number is closely related to the number of regular and irregular cusps of 
H(p,N;x)- Our main result is as follows: 
Theorem 1.2.2. Suppose p, N and x are positive integers such that p | TV and 
X | gcd(p,TV/p). Let c = c(p,N;x) and i/>(TV) = N TT ( l + - ) . The signature 
(p, u2j i/3, j/oo, 14,) ofH(p, TV; x) is given by: 
p\N 
p prime 
^ = < 
V2 = \ 
X(J)(p)ip{N), ifp = 2 and
 X = 1, 
or p = 1. 
kx&iptyiN), otherwise; 
v2{N) ifp = 1, 
or p = 2 and 2 11 TV, 
0 otherwise: 
vs{N) ifp = 1, 
^3 = < or p = 3 and 3 11 AT. 
0 otherwise; 
(c, 0) z/p = 2 and \- = 1. 
or p = 1, 
( fc , | c )
 ? /p = 2, X = 2 ,2 || (TV/p); 
(^ oo, ' 4 ) = { {\c, \c) ifp = 2, x = 2, 2fc || (TV/p), it odd. k > 1, 
(|c, | c ) i/p = 2. x = 2, 2fc || (TV/p), jfc even. 
( | c , | c ) ifp = 4r2\(N/p), (sox = l): 
(|c, 0) otherwise; 
where a \\ b means a | 6 and gcd(a.6/a) = 1. and w^ere i/2(N) and ^(N) stand for 
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the number of inequivalent elliptic fixed points of order 2 and 3 respectively ofTo{N). 
Furthermore, the signature of ±H is (//, 1/2, vz, u^ + v'^. 0). 
As an interesting application, Cummins has used these formulae to classify the 
torsion free genus one congruence subgroups into eight classes which correspond to the 
eight weight two multiplicative rj products, first investigated in [DKM82]. Larcher's 
results have recently been generalized to Drinfeld modules by Mason and Schweizer 
[MS09]. 
1.3 Chapter 3: Overview 
As for the second part of my thesis we come back to the main conjecture of Mon-
strous Moonshine regarding the relations between two seemingly incomparable ob-
jects, namely the Monster and the Hauptmoduls of genus-zero discrete subgroups of 
PSL(2, M) via the graded M-module V. Shortly after Conway and Norton's seminal pa-
per, Atkin, Fong and Smith [Sm85] gave a computational proof of the main conjecture. 
They did not, however, give any reason for the existence of V or for the mysterious 
relations in which it involves. The conceptual proof was the result of the works of 
several people and was finalized by Borcherds [B.R92], who received a Fields Medal in 
1998 for his spectacular proof. Borcherds [B.R98] outlined the proof of Conway and 
Norton's main conjecture in his ICM talk as follows: 
• Frenkel, Lepowsky and Meurman [FLM88] found an explicit construction of 
the M-module V* with some extra algebraic structure making it into a "vertex 
algebra'. 
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• The action of the Monster on the M-module V equipped with the structure of a 
vertex algebra gives rise to a Lie algebra, called the "Monster Lie algebra". 
• The monster Lie algebra is a "generalized Kac-Moody algebra' [B.R88]; the 
twisted Weyl-Kac character formula is then used to show that Tg's are "com-
pletely replicable functions". 
• Martin [Ma96], Cummins and Gannon [CG97] proved that completely replicable 
functions are Hauptmoduls of genus-zero discrete modular groups. 
Here we emphasize the last step regarding replicability of Hauptmoduls of moonshine-
type groups which says that for any Thompson-Mckay series Tg and for any n > 1. the 
sum 
0<b<d 
is in fact a polynomial in Tg. These polynomials are called Faber polynomials (see 
Section 3.1.2 for the definition). Intriguingly, Faber polynomials also occur in the 
work of several authors on "universal" recurrence relations satisfied by the Fourier 
coefficients of modular forms on certain moonshine-type groups. This program was 
originally initiated by Bruninier, Kohnen and Ono [BKO04] for the full modular 
group, and was subsequently extended to the groups To(4) (by Atkinson [At05]), TQ{P), 
p E {2, 3 : 5, 7,1L 13} (by Ahlgrcn [Ah02]), and T0{p)+ (by Choi [C.S.06]). In the latter 
case, p is any prime divisor of the order of the Monster. 
Using a different technique, Cummins and SabetghadamHaghighi have generalized 
these works in [CS2] establishing universal recursive formulae satisfied by the Fourier 
coefficients of any meromorphic modular form on any genus-zero subgroup T o/SL(2. R) 
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commensurable with SL(2,Z). By a theorem of Helling [He66], any such subgroup is 
conjugate to a subgroup of To(N)+ 
r0(AT)+ = < e^ I ] G SL(2, R) a, b, c, d, e € Z, e\N.. e\a, e\d, N\c, ad - be = 
for some square-free N. So we may restrict our attention to the case where T is 
contained in To(N)+. 
Now suppose that T is a genus-zero subgroup of Fo(N)+ for some square-free N 
and /?o is the cusp width of oo in T. Let 
1 X — ^ 2-JTJZ 
<m) = - + 2_^ cnqn, where q = e ho , 
« n>0 
be its Hauptmodul. A main theorem of [CS2] is the following. 
oo 
Theorem 1.3.1. Let f — qr + Yjan<? r+n be a weight k meromorphic modular form 
n=l 
for the genus-zero subgroup T ofFo(N)+. Let so = oo, ,sj, 52, ••- st be representatives of 
the inequivalent cusps ofT. of widths ho- hi, h-2,..., ht respectively. Then 
J- (- i r,+-+^-a fr"l + • • • + "n-1 ~ D!ar . . . ? V 
•^—' m i ! - - - m „ _ i ! 
S E < ) + E H » / ^ ) « ^ E HWD. 
m1+--- + ( n ~ l ) m n _ j = n 
1 / 2kh0 ySa(-^) + y(ords.f-kh^ 
i r W ^ v ••' 12.0V).
 renw 
where Fn is the nth Faber polynomial associated to the Hauptmodul 4> of T and the 
functions t(N) and a(N) are the number and the sum, of positive divisors of N 
respectively. 
This theorem gives recursive formulae for the coefficients of / in terms of the divisor 
of / and the Faber polynomials attached to the Hauptmodul 0 evaluated at the points 
of fundamental domain of T. By applying the above theorem to the derivative of the 
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Hauptmodul <p one can retrieve the coefficients cn's recursively. This combined with 
the fact that the Faber polynomials associated to </> can also be calculated recursively 
yields the following refinement. 
Theorem 1.3.2. Let the hypotheses be as above. Then 
an = ~{ S{n;alt..., an^) —^ V Sa(—-) 
i = l 
S\N 
12r{N) - J2 (ordaJ - J^n^r)
S(n^co - <l>(si),ci, ...,c„_i) 
^ o rd T /5^n ;co-0( r ) , c i , . . . , c n _i j >. 
r€r\H J 
where 
S(l;ai....,an) = l Y ( _ I ) "M+-+™* ( m i + • •' + m " ^ a ^ 1 . . . cffn. 
The details and the full proofs of these results will be presented in Chapter 3. In 
that chapter, first we find recurrences for the Fourier coefficients of any meromorphic 
modular form on any genus-zero subgroup of the full modular group, and then with 
the same method, we will establish the general case. Comparing with the other works 
cited above, some of the advantages of this work are highlighted as: 
• The recurrences work for expansions at irregular cusps as well as regular ones 
(see Section 3.5), 
• They work for non-congruence subgroups therefore it covers a big family of the 
subgroups: Cummins [Cu04] and [Cu09] showed that there are 506 SL(2.K) 
conjugacy classes of genus-zero, congruence subgroups of PSL(2, R). It is also 
known there are infinitely many non-congruence, genus-zero groups (see [J86] for 
instance). 
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• The form of the recurrences is well adapted to using the data which has been 
computed for studying moonshine. For example, Norton has computed the 
ramification data for all the (rational) genus-zero groups of moonshine type. 
So the recurrences are of particular use for the study of functions and forms 
associated with moonshine. 
R e m a r k 1.3.3. Though the two works presented in Chapters 2 and 3 are both related 
to and motivated by the Theory of Monstrous Moonshine, they are concerned with two 
independent problems. Therefore in writing these chapters it has been attempted to 
make each chapter as self-contained as possible. Thus the reader will notice that some 
of the definitions are repeated. It should also be emphasized that some notation used 
in both chapters will have two entirely different meanings; for instance, in chapter 2 
the letter T represents the full modular group where throughout Chapter 3 the same 
letter is used for a genus-zero subgroup of SL(2, R) commensurable with SL(2, Z). 
Chapter 2 
Signature of a Class of Congruence 
Subgroups 
2.1 Generalized Larcher Subgroups 
Let F be the full modular group SL(2. Z) and define a subgroup H of T to be a 
congruence subgroup if it contains one of the principal congruence subgroups: 
(a - 1) = (d - 1) = 6 = c = 0 (mod TV) 
The smallest N such that T(JV) is contained in H is called the level of H. 
Let 9) be the upper half plane and S)* = fj U Q* where Q* = Q U {00} and define 
the action of T on $)* by fractional linear transformation 
aZ
 + b u (a b\ 
az — where a = \ G T and z G i} . 
C2: + rf Vc d / 
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An element a of T is classified as: 
a is parabolic •<==> tr(cr) = ±2, 
a is elliptic <==>• |tr(cr)| < 2. 
a is hyperbolic 4=> otherwise, 
where tr(a) = a + d. If H is a subgroup of F then 7/ also acts on Sj* by fractional linear 
transformations and its elements are classified as parabolic, elliptic and hyperbolic as 
above. Any fixed point of a parabolic element of H is called a cusp of H and it is easy 
to see that Q* is the set of cusps of F. By Proposition 1.30 of [Sh71]. if G and G' are 
commensurable discrete subgroups of SL(2, M), that is to say, if 
Iridex(G : G n G') < oo and Index(G': G D G') < oo, 
then they have the same set of cusps. In particular the set of cusps of any finite index 
subgroup of r is Q*. If H is a finite index subgroup of T then the number of orbits of 
/7 acting on Q* is called the cusp number of // . One can see that T acts transitively on 
Q* and so its cusp number is one. For each a G Q* let Ha be the stabilizer of a in H 
and let a be an element of T such that aa = oo. If —12 = I } & H then oliao~l 
is generated by either I " J or I J for some positive integer n (see Proposition 
1.17 of [Sh71]), and the cusp a of / / is called regular or irregular respectively. If H 
contains —12 then by definition all of its cusps are regular. The set of cusp widths of 
H is defined to be 
C(tf) = { I n d e x ( n : £ Q | a G Q * } 
where Fa and Ha are the images of Ta and Ha in T := PSL(2.Z) respectively. 
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It is a remarkable fact that for any congruence subgroup H the set of cusp widths 
C(H) is closed under taking greatest common divisors and least common multiples. 




f l + fei(m/ex) kid \ 
A = ± I I, h = rki (mod x) 
\ k3{m/x) l + k4(m/£x) J 
where d \ m, m/d — h2n, with n square-free, e | /i and x I gcd(cfc,m/dc2). 
Larcher shows that the set of cusp widths of this class of congruence subgroups is 
closed under taking-gcd and 1cm. He then proves that for any congruence subgroup 
H of level m the set of its cusp widths, C(H), coincide with the set of cusp widths 
C(TT(m; m/d, e, x)) for suitable d, e, x and r and hence every congruence subgroup has 
the desired property. In fact, his result is somewhat stronger, since he shows that up 
to a conjugation, every congruence subgroup H where —12 £ H contains at least one 
Larcher subgroup L with the property that if h is an element of H which stabilizes 
some Q in Q*. then h is also an element of L so that L is a "large" subgroup of H. 
Although Larcher's results indicate the importance of his subgroups, there had 
been little study of their properties except for Sebbar [SebOl] who used Larcher's 
results to classify the torsion-free genus-zero congruence subgroups. His results were 
also applied by some authors to decide whether a subgroup of T is congruence or not 
(see for instance [Hs96]). 
The significance of Larcher subgroups in proving Larcher's result and also the role 
which these subgroups played in Sebbar's work motivated us to investigate a class of 
congruence subgroups which contains Larcher subgroups. More precisely, we found 
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explicit formulae for the indices, the number of elliptic fixed points and the cusp 
numbers of these groups. This data together with Riemann-Hurwitz formula gives the 
genus of such subgroups. Subsequently, Cummins applied these formulae to classify 
the torsion-free genus one congruence subgroups into eight classes which correspond to 
the eight weight two multiplicative 77 products, first investigated in [DKM82]. 
So, let us consider the following class of congruence subgroups: 
H(p,q,r;x,T) = 
1 + ap bq 
cr 1 + dp / 
a, b. c r f e Z , c = ra (mod x) > , 
where p \ qr and x I gcd(p.qr/p). We note" that this family of groups include 
r(7V) = H(N, N, N: 1,1), TQ{N) = H{1:1, TV, 1,1) and T^N) == H{N, L N, 1,1). More 
interestingly, Larcher subgroups are also special cases of this set of subgroups since 
rT(m:m/d,e.x) = ^H(m/eX;d-m/x:X-T) ( s e e Lemma 2.2.8). We call these groups 
"Generalized Larcher Subgroups''. 
The goal of this chapter is to compute the signature (fi, ^2,^3, ^oo, t/'^) of H = 
H(p, q. r; X- T) where p, is the index of H in T, v^ and uz are the number of inequivalent 
elliptic fixed points of order 2 and 3 respectively. 1^00 is the number of inequivalent 
regular cusps and v'x, is the number of inequivalent irregular cusps of H. 
Remark 2.1.1. The definition of signature given above is slightly different from one 
usually found in the literature, (see for instance [JS87]) The signature of H where II 
is a subgroup of SL(2. M.) of genus g and cusp number t, having r inequivalent elliptic-
elements of orders mi . - - - ,mr. is usually defined as (g:m\.--- ,mr;t). In fact the 
algebraic structure of II can be determined by its signature. More precisely H has a 
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presentation of the form 
{A^B^-- ,Ag,B9,El:-- ,Er,Pu--- ,Pt 
where the generators i^'s are elliptic, F,'s are parabolic and Ai: Bl,s are hyperbolic. 
One easily sees that the data (g: mi , - - - , mr; /,) of 77 can be obtained from //, z/2, vz-, 
Voo and i/^, by using Riemann-Hurwitz formula. 
In Section 2.2 1 the index formula will be derived. The number of inequivalent 
elliptic fixed points is found in Section 2.3. In Section 2.4 we will compute i^ o and i/^; 
this computation is the main part of this chapter. 
Our strategy will be to reduce the computation of i/^ and v'^ 4o the case 
H(p,N;x) : = H(p, TV. 1; \, 1). One important step toward this goal will be to find 
the number c(p, N;x) 0I" orbits of (a conjugate of) H(p,N:x) acting on the subset 
of (Z/ArZ)2 consisting of elements of additive order TV. The virtue of working with 
c(p,N;x) is that they are "multiplicative" in the generalized sense of Selberg [Sel77] 
as shown in Section 2.4.3. This reduces the calculation to the case that the level is 
a prime power. The task of computing regular and irregular cusps where —12 $ H. 
which is required to compute the cusp number of such groups, involves a detailed 
analysis of the action of —12 and it is done in Section 2.4.4. We should remark that 
our approach is simply a long case by case verification, but it is possible that a simpler 
method exists; this could be a topic for future investigations. For the convenience of 
the reader. Section 2.5 will give a summary of the results of this chapter. 
1This subsection is based on some notes of my supervisor Professor Cummins. I would like to 
thank him for giving me permission to add this section to my thesis. 
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2.2 The Index Formula 
The goal here is to compute the index of H in T where H = H{p, q, r; x, T) . TO achieve 
this, we will first compute the index of H in T. In order to pass from H to H we are 
forced then to separate the two cases whether —12 is in / / or not. The final result will 
be stated in Theorem 2.2.10. 
We first recall the following proposition (see for example [Cu04]). For positive 
integers p, q and r such that p | qr, it is straightforward to verify that 
H(p,q.r) = 
' a [3 
er 
7 6 J 
a — 1 = 5— 1 = 0 (mod p), 0 = 0 (mod q), 7 = 0 (mod r) 
is a subgroup of T, and then: 
Proposition 2.2.1. We have 
Index(T : H(p, q, r)) = 4>{p)ib(qr), 
where <j>, known as the Euler function, and ip are as follow: 
4>(N) = N Yl ( 1 - i ) and y(N) = N f ] (1 + ^)-
e\N e\N 
£ prime i prime 
Now define 
p-.Uip, q, r) -» Z/eZ x Z/jyZ x Z/_pZ 
P ((" j)) = ((«-l)/P:0/'/,7/r): 
where e = gcd(p.qr/p). It is not difficult to verify that /? is a group homomorphism. 
Lemma 2.2.2. The homomorphism p is surjective. 
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Proof. First note that p{(1 ' J) = (0,1,0) and p(r ° | ) = (0,0,1), so to show that 
p is surjective it is sufficient to find h = I "P ' 6 H(p,q,r) such that a is 
I cr 1 + dp J 
coprime to e. Set s = qr/p and choose a = 1 + wp where w is a positive integer chosen 
such that 1 4- ap = 1 + p + wp2 is a prime number coprime to s. This is possible since 
1 + p and p2 are coprime, so by Dirichlet's Theorem there are infinitely many primes 
in the sequence 1 4- p + wp2, w = 1, 2,3, Note that this choice of a implies a is 
coprime to p and hence also coprime to e. We must now show that we can choose b, c 
and d such that h is in H(p, q. r). First set c = 1, and then choose b to be any solution 
to the congruence hs — a (mod 1 + ap). This is possible since .s is coprime to 1 + ap. 
This implies that bcs — a is divisible by 1 + ap and so we set d = (bcs — a ) / ( l + ap). 
With this choice of a, b, c and d we can check that h has determinant 1 and so is in 
H{p,q,r) as required. • 
Proposition 2.2.3. The kernel of p is H(ep,pq,pr). 
Proof. First note that ep divides p2qr so that the group H(ep,pq,pr) exists. Then 
h — I ' "P 1 € H(p.q,r) is in ker(p) if and only if a = 0 (mod e), 6 = 0 
(mod p), c = 0 (mod p) if and only if h G i/(ep, pq. pr). For the last step we have used 
the fact that det(/i) = 1 implies that d= —a (mod e). • 
Definition 2.2.4. Let S be a subgroup of Z/eZ x Z/pZ x Z/pZ. then we define 
//(p, ^, r: 5) to be the preimage of S under p. 
Proposi t ion 2.2.5. 
Indcx(r: II(j),q,r;S)) = 
\S\~lepSr H (I+7) I I (1 - 7) = I5|" V<*(PM90. 
f|gr f|p 
^ prime ( prime 
Proof From Proposition 2.2.3 we have: 
Index(T : H(p.q.r:S)) = Index(T : r(ep.pq.pr))/ |5| . 
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The formula now follows from Proposition 2.2.1 by noting that a prime divides ep if 
and only if it divides p, since e divides p and similarly a prime divides p2qr if and only 
if it divides qr. D 
Let x be a divisor of e and r be any integer and let T be the subgroup of (Z/xZ)2 
generated by (L r ) , so \T\ = x- Now define fi : Z/eZ x Z/pZ x Z/pZ - • (Z/XZ)2 
by p(a,b,c) = {a,c) and also define U(p,q,r;XiT) = ^(p><7!r>/1-1CO)- Since 
|/i_ 1(T)| = ep2/*. we have from 2.2.5: 
Proposi t ion 2.2.6. Ze< p, g. r and x be in Z such that p | qr and x | gcd(p, qr/p). 
Then for any integer T we have: 
Index(r : H{p,q,r;x,i~)) = X<t>{p)i>{<ir). 
Proposition 2.2.7. The congruence subgroups H(p,q,r;XiT) can a^so be defined as 
{ ( l + ap qh \ I J G T a, b, c, d G Z, c = ra (mod x) 
\ re 1 + dp J 
Proof. If h = (1 + ap qb ) G r with a,b,c,d G Z then /* € H(p,q,r). Moreover 
\ re 1 + dp y 
we have /j,(p(h)) = (a,c) = (a, ra) since c = ra (mod x), so h G H{p,q,r;x,T)-
Conversely, if /i G H(p,q,r) then /i = ( °P 9 ), with a,b,c,d G Z. If also 
/i G //(p, g, r; x ; T)? then since p(p(h)) = (a. c) G T we must have c = ra (mod x)- D 
Lemma 2.2.8. Larcher congruence subgroups satisfy: 
TT(m: m/d. e, x) = ^H(m/ex- d- mlx'- X- T)-
Proof. The only part which is not straightforward to verify is x I gcd(de. m/de2) 
implies x I e, where e = gcd(m/ex, d{m/x)(£x/m)) = gcd(m/ex, de). However, if x I 
gcd(cfe. m/de2), then de = A~\ for some integer k. So gcd(cfc, m/de2) = gcd(de.m/kex) 
which divides gcd(m/£\: de). so \ I e as required. D 
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To compute the index of the image of H(p, q, r; x,T) m r we need to know when 
- I2 is in H(p. q, r; XJ T ) - This information is provided by the following proposition: 
Proposition 2.2.9. The cases when H(p,q,r;x-,T) contains —I2 are: 
(1) p = 2. x = 2, r even, 
( 2 ) p = 2,
 x = l, 
( 3 ) p = l-
Proof. By Proposition 2.2.7 an element of H(p,q,r:x,T~) must have the form 
( J with c = r a (mod \ ) . Thus if —12 G H(p,q,r:x^T) w e n a v e aP = ~2 
\ re 14- rfy> / 
and c — 0. So either p = 1 which is case (3), or p = 2. Suppose p = 2. then x is either 
1 or 2. If \ = 1 then we are in case (2). If x = 2 then 0 = r(—1) (mod 2) and so r 
is even, which is case (1). Conversely, if p = 1 or p = 2, then from the definition we 
have —12 G H(p. q. r). If x = 1 then the group T is trivial and so /i(p(—12)) E T and 
so - 1 2 G H(p.q,r\x-T) m cases (2) and (3). If x = 2 and T is even, then T is the 
subgroup {(0,0). (1,0)}. So since n(p(—12)) = (1,0) we also have - 1 2 G H(p.q, r ; x , r ) 
in case (1). D 
The following corollary is the straightforward result of Propositions 2.2.6 and 2.2.9. 
Corollary 2.2.10. Let H = H(p,q,r;x,T) then the index p, of H in T, is given by 
X0(p)i/'(<?r) ifp = 2. x = 2 and r even, 
or p = 2, x = 1. 
or p = 1: 
IX^CP) 1 / -^? ' ) otherwise. 
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2.3 The Inequivalent Elliptic Fixed Points of H(p, q, r 
In this section we determine i/2 and 1/3, the number of inequivalent elliptic fixed points 
of order two and three of H(p, q, r; \ , r) respectively. To do so we use the fact that the 
signature remains invariant under conjugation. This reduces the number of cases which 
we have to consider. The following proposition will also help later when we compute 
the cusp numbers of the generalized Larcher subgroups. 
Proposition 2.3.1. Let p,q,r,x and T be positive integers such that p \ qr 
and x I gcd(p. qr/p). Let g = gcd(x, r ) . then the groups H(p,q.r;x,r) and 
H{p.qrg,l'-x/ 9-T19) are conjugate in GL+(2, Q) which is the group of nonsingular 
2 x 2 rational matrices of positive determinant. 
Proof. H(p, q, r: x- T) has a conjugate which is contained in H(p. qr, 1; x, T) since 
/ 1 0 \ / 1 + op bg \ ( 1 0 \ / 1 + ap bqr \ 
\ 0 1/r / \ re l + d,p J \ 0 r J \ c 1 + dp J 
The inverse conjugation gives the reverse inclusion, so that H{jp,q,r:x-,T) a n d 
H{j>, qr, 1; x, T) are conjugate in GL+(2. Q). 
Next we have that H(p,N,l;X;T) is conjugate to H(p,Ng,l;x/g,T/9), where 
g — gcd(x, T). To see this suppose ( ap J g H{p, N, 1; x- T) , so c = ar (mod x) 
\ c 1 + dp I 
and therefore g \ c. We have c = c'g where c' = ar/g (mod X/Q)- Hence H(p, N, 1; x. T) 
is contained in Il{p, N,g;x/(],T/o)- Similarly every element of H{p,N,g\x/g,T~/g) 
is in 1](P,N.1:X;T) so that II(p, N. 1; x. r) = II(p. N,g;x/g, r/g). Applying the 
conjugation above now" gives us the desired result. D 
By Proposition 2.3.1 when computing the number of inequivalent elliptic fixed 
points and cusp numbers one only needs to consider the groups H(p, N, 1: x- T) where 
(x. r ) = 1. We will use this fact in the proof of Theorem 2.3.2. To state our results we 
first give some notation. 
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For integers a and b, we say o exactly divides b if a divides b and gcd(a, b/a) = 1. 
In this case we write a\\b. 
For a positive integer N define ^(A f) and ^(JV) to be the number of inequivalent 
elliptic fixed points of order 2 and 3 respectively of TQ(N). Explicitly these are given 
by the following expressions (see, for example, [Sh71], Prop 1.43): 
u2(N) 
0 if N is divisible by 4, 





if N is divisible by 9, 
otherwise; 
where ( - ) is the extended quadratic residue symbol: 
0 ifp = 2, 
1 if p= 1 (mod 4), 
- 1 if p = 3 (mod 4): 
0 if p = 3, 
= <1 if p = 1 (mod 3), 
- 1 i fPE^2 (mod 3). 
Now we have enough ingredients to state and compute v^ and 2/3 of generalized Larcher 
subgroups. 
Theorem 2.3.2. Let p. N. \ andr be positive integers such that p | .¥. \ | gcd(p. N/p) 
and gcd( \ . r ) = 1. The values of v2 and v3; the number of inequivalent elliptic fixed 
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points of order two and three of H(p, N,l;x, r ) are given by: 
V2(N) ifp = 1, 
v-i = < 
0 
orp = 2 and 2 || TV, 
otherwise; 
^3 = < 
i/3(N) ifp = 1. 
or p = 3 and 3 || TV, 
0 otherwise. 
a b Proof Let ( " " 1 be an elliptic element of H(p. N, 1: x- T ) , then bv definition we have 
\a + d\ < 2. So there is no such element if p ^ 4 since a + d=2 (mod p). Therefore it 
is enough to consider the three following cases. ~~ 
If p = 1, then H(p, TV, 1; x- T) = T°{N) where 
a b 
c d 
As r°(A') is a conjugate of TQ(N) the number of inequivalent elliptic fixed points is 
given by U2{N) and v^{N) as defined earlier. 
For p = 2, we deduce that there exist no elliptic element if 2 | ^ . To 
see this, suppose that ( ,"\.) *s a n elliptic element of 77(2. N, l ;x , T), then 
r°(7v) G SL(2, Z) b = 0 (mod TV) 
,           
' l + 2a bN N 
c 1 + 2dy 
(1 + 2a)(1 + 2d) = 1 (mo'd TV), and so 1 + 2{a + d) + Aad = 1 (mod TV). If 2 | f, then 
2 \ (a + d) and this contradicts the trace condition |2 + 2(a + d)\ < 2. 
If p = 3, as in the previous case, it can be proved that there are no elliptic elements 
if 3 |f. 
Finally we have to consider the two cases p = 2. 2 || TV and p = 3. 3 || N. In both 
cases \ = 1. Now //(p, TV, 1; 1, r) = 77 (p. Ar. 1) C T°(N) and this implies 
H(2. NA:1.T) = H(2. N: 1) = r°(A 0<\'\ 
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since both have the same index in F by Proposition 2.2.1. Thus if p = 2 and 2 || TV 
the number of inequivalent fixed points are given by ^{N) and us(N). However, since 
2 | N in this case we have ^(TV) = 0 from the formula given for v^N) earlier. Similarly 
//(3,jV, l ; l , r ) = H(3,N,1) = T°(N), 
since they have the same index in Y by Corollary 2.2.10. So in the case p = 3 and 3 || TV 
the number of inequivalent elliptic fixed points are given by V2{N) and i/s(N). However, 
since 3 | N in this case we have U2{N) — 0 as mentioned before. This accounts for all 
the cases listed in the Theorem. • 
The statement of Theorem 2.3.2 shows that the generalized Larcher subgroups are 
mostly torsion free and for those with torsion points, u2 and ^3 are independent of r . 
Having found yu, vi and */3 for generalized Larcher subgroups it remains to compute the 
numbers of their inequivalent regular and irregular cusps. As mentioned in Section 2.1, 
this is the most technical part of our result. We start in the next section by developing 
the necessary machinery. The computation of the cusp numbers is contained in the 
final subsection. 
2.4 The Cusp Numbers of the Generalized Larcher 
Subgroups 
2.4.1 Double Cosets and Regular and Irregular Cusps 
We first recall some standard facts about group actions and the relation of double 
cosets and cusp number of finite index subgroups of Y. The treatment in this section 
is based on that of Miyake [Mi89] in particular §4.2 in which Miyake computes the 
signature of YQ(N). Ti(N) and Y(N). 
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Lemma 2.4.1. Let a group G act transitively on a set S. and H be a finite index 
subgroup of G. Fix s G S and write Gs for the stabilizer of s in G. Then the map 
cj> : H\G/GS —> H\S defined by HgGs •—• Hg(s) is bijective. We adopt the notation 
H\S for the orbits of S under the left action of H, and H\G/GS for the orbits of H\G 
under the right action of Gs. In particular \H\S\ = \H\G/GS\. 
Lemma 2.4.2. Under the assumptions of Lemma 2.4.1, we have 
Index(G9(s) : Hg{s)) = Index(Cs : {Gs)Hg) = Index(Gs : G^g^JJg), 
where {GS)H9 is the stabilizer of Hg under the action of Gs from the right on H\G. 
Since Y acts transitively on Q*. it follows from Lemma 2.4.1 that 
Theorem 2.4.3. Suppose that H is a finite index subgroup of Y, then there exists 
a bijective map 4> : H\Y/Yoo —* H\Q* defined by HaY^. i—> Ha(oo) and therefore 
\H\®*\ = \H\TfToo\. 
Now we need to recall the definition of regular and irregular cusps of Section 2.1 
with more details. Note that the stabilizer subgroup of oo in Y is 
rr o = < ± ( "' ) | n e z >. 
Definition 2.4.4. Let x be a cusp of a subgroup H of Y and a be an element of Y 
such that ax = oo. Then there exists n > 0 so that 
aHxo--1{±l2} = !±l J | m € Z 
If —12 £: H, the cusp x is regular or irregular depending on whether aHxa~l contains 
I 1 or f I. It, is clear that aHxo-~y can not have both matrices since H does 
not contain —12. 
The (ir)regularity of a cusp x of H is independent of the choice of a. See. for 
example, [Mi89] Lemma 1.5.6. 
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To distinguish regular and irregular cusps of H, we put 
and define a map n : tf\r/r+ -»• / / \ r / r o o by #aT+ •-• tfaTco. This map is well 
defined since r£ , C Too. We also remark that Index(Foo : F^) = 2. 
Lemma 2.4.5. If —I2 G / / i/iera n is a bijection. 
Proof. By construction 77 is surjective. If rj(HaT^0) = r){Hj3T%>) then there are h £ H 
and £ € I*1*, such that either (5 = hat 01 /3 = ha(—t). In the first case /? G HaT^ while 
in the second case /? = (—h)at. Since —h £ H, in the second case also /? G //aT£, and 
so r] is injective. D 
Lemma 2.4.6. If H does not contain —12 fften im£/i f/ie notation as above we have 
/7-1(//ar00) = {//Qr+!i/(-a)r+}. 
Proo/. //aroo = / / ( - a ) ^ since - 1 2 G Too, and so { / / a r £ , / / ( - a ) r + } C 
7y*1(//aroc). For the inverse inclusion, suppose n(H'PY^) — niHaT^) and suppose 
HpT^o + HaT%. T h e n s i nce HpT^ = HaT^ we must have (3 = ha 
for some n G Z and therefore /? = h(—a) I n ) . This implies that HpT^ = 
H(.-a)TZ. • 
Theorem 2.4.7. For a subgroup H ofT where —12 & H and a G T. the following are 
equivalent: 
(1) a (00) ?'s an irregular cusp of H. 
(2) ^ ( / / a r o o ) ! = 1., 
(3) Index(roo(Ha) : r+ ( 7 / a ) ) = 2: 
(4) Index(roo : F ^ ) ) = Index(r+ : F+ ). 
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Proof. From the last lemma (2) is equivalent to HaT^, = //(—a)r£,. On the other 
hand, one observes that 
Hart0 = H(-a)Tt0 <f=> - a G #«!?+ 
4=4> - l a G a - ^ a r i 
I G a _ 1 / / a for some 71 G Z 
o _ i ; 
^=> a(oo) is an irregular cusp. 
This shows that (1) and (2) are equivalent. To see the equivalence between (3) and 





where T^Ha) and r^ (HQx are the stabilizer subgroups of the coset Ha in Too and T^ 
respectively. This diagram implies 
Index(roo : r ^ , , ) ) = Index(r£, : T^{Ha)) <=> Index(roo(WQ) : r+ ( W a ) ) = 2. 
This shows that (3) and (4) are equivalent. 
Finally we show that (1) and (4) are equivalent. Since —12 0 H we must have 
Ha(—12) ^ Ha and so —1 2 ^ T^Ha)- It follows that Toc{Ha) is a cyclic subgroup 
generated either bv I " I or bv I I for some n > 0. In the former case 
Index(roo : T^Ha)) = 2rc, Index(r^ : T+ (HQ)) = n and Index(roo(WQ) : T + ( H Q ) ) = 1. 
While in the latter Index(roc : r^Ha-)) = 2rc. Index(r^ : r+. ( / / o )) = 2?i and 
Index(roo(//0) : r ^ , ^ ) = 2. This shows that (4) is equivalent to the statement 
that Toc.^Ha) contains I J for some n > 0 since if (4) holds then we have just 
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shown that T^Ha) is generated by an element of this type. Conversely if (4) does not 
hold then roo(Wct) is generated by an element of the form I 1 for some n > 0. 
roo(Ha) contains an element of the form I I for some n > 0 if and only if 
G a'1 Ha which means (1) is equivalent to (4) and this completes the 
o - l 
proof. • 
An analogous theorem also can be stated for regular cusps. 
Theorem 2.4.8. For a € T and a subgroup H of T where —12 $ H, the following 
statements are equivalent: 
(1) Q(OO) is a regular cusp of H, 
(2) |77-1(//or0O)| = 2, 
(3) Index(roo(Ha) : r + ( H a ) ) = 1, 
(4) I n d e x ^ : r o o ( f l a )) = 2 Index(r+ : r+ {Ha)). 
Corollary 2.4.9. Suppose —12 $ H and let i/^ and v'x be the number of regidar and 
irregular cusps of H respectively. Then Iv^. + v'^ = \H\T/T^0\ and h>o~. + u'^ is the 
cusp number of H in this case. 
Corollary 2.4.10. / / / / is a subgroup ofT containing —12 then all the cusps are regular 
andu00 = \JI\T/Tt0\ = \H\T/r0C\. 
This section gives us a characterization of the regular and irregular cusps of a 
congruence subgroup in terms of double cosets. However, we will need a more concrete 
description which will be derived in the next section. 
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2.4.2 The Action of Congruence Subgroups on MN 
We set 
MN = i I a J G (Z/iVZ)2|gcd(a,/3,A0 = 1 
Consider the faithful action of SL(2. Z/7VZ) on M^ given by: 
fa b \ / a \ f aa + b(3\ 
\ c d ) \ j3 ) \ ca + d[3 J 
If H is a subgroup of T and H contains T(N). then H acts on Mjv via the surjective 
map <pN : r -^ SL(2.Z/A^Z). Moreover the image IPN(H) is isomorphic to H/T(N). 
Remark . To simplify the notation, we will not distinguish between an integer a 
and the corresponding equivalence class a in Z,/NZ as the meaning will be clear from 
the context. 
Theorem 2.4.11. Suppose 11 is a subgroup ofT which contains T(N). Define 
<!>: H\T/rt -> H\M„ 
where Oia\ is the orbit of the action of H on A/jv containing I " I - Then ip is well 
defined and is a bijection. So in particular | / / \ r / r j , | = \H\M^\. 
Proof. V-' is well defined because if f
 r J G / / I ° j T^, then I ", I = h 
for some h G H and so I 1 G Or«\. 
it is surjective. One way to see this is that if we have two integers a and c 
such that 0 < a. c < N and gcd(a.r. N) = 1, then by Dirichlet's Theorem the 
sequence c + kN. k = 0 .1 ,2 , . . . will contain infinitely many terms of the form 
gcd(r. N)( where ( is prime. Thus for a suitable choice of k we can find a. c' 
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with gcd(a,c') = 1 and c' = c (mod N). We can then find b and d such that 
m = ( j is in T and by construction satisfies ip(HmT^0) = Otay To prove its 
injectivity, suppose ip(H (" bj T+) = ip{H ("' 6 ' j T+). So we have ( a\ J G C?/a) 
and therefore I "; J = h I " J (mod TV) for some h G H. By [Sh71] Lemma 1.41, 
there exists g G T(N) such that I a/ \ = ghl " 1 . We also know that for any matrix 
( ° * j G r there exists 7 G T^ such that ( a * ) = ( a 1 7. These imply that 
\ = gh i I 7, and this completes the proof. D 
Next observe that the image of —12 under the map ipy is a central element of 
SL(2,Z/7VZ). Thus there is an action of - 1 2 on H\MN given by -12 • H ( a ) = 
H
 { 1° ) • L e t ° b e a n e l e m e n t o f # W J V , then either - 1 2 • O = C or - 1 2 • C 7^  C. 
In the first case {O} is an orbit of length 1 and in the second {O. —O} is an orbit of 
length 2. If —12 G H all orbits of —12 have length 1. We make the following definition: 
Definition 2.4.12. Let // be a congruence subgroup of T and suppose that the level 
of H divides N. If —12 G H we say that all the orbits of H on My are regular. If 
- I 2 G" H then an orbit O of H on MN is called irregular if —12 • O = O and regular if 
The motivation for this definition is provided by the following result: 
Theorem 2.4.13. The mapping 
rv = <j> o n o r/-1 : //\A/,V -> # \Q* 
maps regular orbits to regular cusps and irregular orbits to irregular cusps. If —12 G H 
then w is a bisection. When —1 2 G' H. ifa/c represents a regular cusp andgcd(a, c) = 1 
f/ien ur1(a/c) = {OrayO/-a\} and these two elements are distinct, and if a/c 
represents an irregular cusp then iv~1(a/c) = {Ozn\}. 
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Proof. If H contains —12 then by Theorem 2.4.11, Theorem 2.4.3 and Lemma 2.4.5 
the map w is a bijection. Since —12 G H, all cusps are regular and by Definition 2.4.12 
all orbits of H on MN are regular and are fixed by —12-
Suppose next that —12 doesn't belong to H. Note that there is an action of —12 on 
/ / \ r / r + given by - 1 2 • / / o T ^ = / / ( - o ) r + . By Theorems 2.4.7 and 2.4.8, the orbit 
of —12 acting on / / \ r / r £ , maps to an irregular cusp under the composition (j) 077 if and 
only if it has length 1. Similarly it maps to a regular cusp if and only if the orbit has 
length 2. Since the actions of —12 on / / \ r / r £ , and H\MN satisfy —12 o -<A = ip o —1 2 
and if; is a bijection we obtain the required result. • 
Theorem 2.4.13 gives an explicit construction which allows us to determine the 
regularity or irregularity of a cusp of a given congruence subgroup. The next lemma 
will reduce the number of cases we shall need to consider. 
Lemma 2.4.14. If gcd(x,r) = 1, then H{p,N,l:\,r) and H(p, Ar. l ;x, 1) contain 
T(N), the images of the groups under <fN are conjugate and the two groups have the 
same number of regular and irregular orbits on il/\r and hence the same number of 
inequivalent regular and irregular cusps. 
Proof. That the two groups contain T(N) follows from the definitions of these groups. 
Let h = ( l + ap ° ) £ <pN{H(p, N. 1: x, T)). Since gcd(x,r) = 1 there exists k G N 
V '-• 1 + <ip/ 
such that gcd(r + k\, N) — 1. so (r -f kx)m = 1 (mod N) for some m. Now we have 
l + ap 0 \ / 1 0 \ _ 
c 1 + dp J \ 0 (r + kx) ) 
( l + ap 0 \ 
V c(r + kx)"1-1 1 + dp J 
where c(r + kx)™'1 = arr{r + kx)"1'1 = a(r + kx)m = a (mod \ ) and so h is in 
ifn(H(p, N, 1: x-1)- Conversely suppose that 1 + a" \ ) E ^(H(P:NA:x.l)). 
\ c 1 +dpl 
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then applying the inverse of the conjugation given above we have I ap I G 
J
 " J to t> yc(r + kx) 1 + dpJ 
<PN(H(P,N,1;X,T)), because C(T + k\) = CLT (mod \)- Thus the two images are 
conjugate. 
Finally note that since —1 commutes with the conjugation, the two groups have 
the same number of regular and irregular orbits on MN and hence the same number of 
inequivalent regular and irregular cusps. • 
Thanks to this lemma and Proposition 2.3.1, we may ignore the two parameters r 
and r in generalized Larcher subgroups. So we define 
H{p.,N;x):=H(p,N,l:XM 
where p\N and x\ gcd(p, N/p) and let 
C(P.N;X)-W(P:N:X)\MN\ 





 <t>(N) f - lcm[rf, d'. pk/N]' 
where k = lcm[gcd(p2, N)x, N], dd! = k/\ and <f> is the Euler function. To do so we 
will need some "multiplicative decomposition" results which will be obtained in the 
next subsection. 
2 .4 .3 Mul t ip l i ca t iv i ty a n d t h e A c t i o n of —12 
In [Sel77] Selbcrg gives a general definition of a multiplicative function as follows. 
Let n — Y[f£a where the product extends over all primes (so that all but a finite 
number of as are zero). Let there be defined for each i a function f[(a) on the non-
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negative integers such that /^(0) = 1 except for at most finitely many I. Then 
f(n) = Hfe(a) 
i 
defines a multiplicative function. If / ( l ) = 1, Selberg calls J(n) normal. The class of 
multiplicative functions defined by the standard definition coincides with the class of 
normal multiplicative functions according to the new definition. 
Selberg's new definition can be used to define multiplicative functions of several 
variables. He uses the notation {n} r for an r-tuple of positive integers n\, 712, ....nr 
and writes 
I __ 
to denote that 
nr = J ] > for i = l,...?r. 
e 
Then a function f(n\,.... nr) = f{{n}r) is multiplicative if it has the form 
/(R) = nMH), 
t 
where the functions ft({a}r) satisfy the condition that for each £, ft(ai,..... ar) is defined 
on r-tuples of non-negative integers and is such that fc(0,..., 0) = 1 except for at most 
finitely many t. Again if / ( l ) = 1 call / normal. 
In this Section we shall prove that the function c(p, JV: x) is a normal multiplicative 
function in Selberg's sense. We also analyze the action of —12 which will allow us in 
the next section to compute the number of regular and irregular cusps of H{p,N\x)-
We start with a technical Lemma: 
Lemma 2.4.15. Let N. p and x be positive integers. Suppose N = N1N2 with 
gcd(Ar]. vV2) = 1. Suppose p divides N and let pi and p-2 be such that p = p\pi and 
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pi | JVi and p2 | N2- Suppose also that x I gcd(A", N/p) with x = X1X2 wiih xi I Ni and 
X2 | N2. Then 
H(p. N, 1; x, 1) n T{Ni) = H(p2N1:N, A i ; X2,p\), 
where p\ is any integer such that pip[ = 1 (mod X2)-
Proof. If h e H{p2N1,N,N1;x2,p'1) then /i = (1 + ap2Nl bN ) with c = pi a 
v A n
' y cNi l + dP2NiJ 
(mod X2) and det(/i) = 1. As Ax | AT we have h G r(Ai) . Also ap2Ni = (aAi/pi)p ; 
a(Ni/pi) = Nic (mod X2) and also a{N\/pi) = N\c = 0 (mod xi) so a(N\/p{) = Afic 
(mod x)- It follows that h G # (p , AT, l;x, 1) and therefore 
HfaNu A, Nu X2,p\) C tf(p: A, 1: x , 1) n r ^ ) . 
If he H{p, N, l;x, 1) n T(Ni) then /i G H(p, N, l)n HiN^Ni, Nj) = H{p2N1, N,Ni). 
So h = [ ap2' ' I. Moreover since /i G //(», A. 1: Y. 1) we have a(Ni/pi) = 
\ cNi 1 + dpiNiJ V 
A"]C (mod x) and this implies that a(Ni/pi) = N\c (mod X2) and so ap\ = c 
(mod X2>- Thus //(p, N, 1; x, 1) n r(A a) C / / ( /^Aj, A : Aj: X2, pi) and combined with 
the reverse inclusion above we have the required equality. • 
Now suppose G is a subgroup of T containing T(N) and as above A = NiN2 with 
gcd(Ai, A2) = 1. Denote by G\ and G2 the inverse images of ip\ cxpN(G) and 4'2°^Ph'(G) 
respectively where 
T *!. SL(2, ^ ) A SL(2,JL), &»,• = ! ,* 
It follows that d = GT(Ni), the group generated by G and T(N,) for i = 1. 2. We next 
show that in the case G = H(p,N;x) the groups Gj and G2 are related in a simple 
way to 7/(pi, A'i;xi) and II(p2: N2,X2)-
Lemma 2.4.16. I-Wi/i </*e notation as above, the images of (^^(//(p,. Ar,: x,)) fl7?^ 
^v.(Gi) w/iere G, = / / (p : A: x)r(A,) are conjugate m GL(2 :Z/A !Z) fori = L 2 . 
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Moreover, H(pi,Ni;Xi) and Gi have the same number of inequivalent regular cusps 
and the same number of inequivalent irregular cusps for i = 1,2. 
Proof. We give the proof for i = 1 as the proof for i = 2 is essentially identical. Let 
°) 6 (PNAGI) then 
( 1 0 \ / a 0 \ / 1 0 \ (a 0 \ 
= e^Nl(H(p,,Nu^)), 
\0
 P2 J\C d J\0 pz1 J \CP2 d J 
where the final inclusion follows from the congruence conditions on a. c and d. Now, 
we prove that both images have the same cardinality. By Lemma 2.4.15 
H(p, N:
 x) n r(JV!) = H(p2NuN, Ni; X*:V\)-
So 
G, _ H(p,N;X) H(p,N:X) 
TIN,) H(P:N:X)nr(N1) H(p2N1., N,N1:X2,p'1) 
and hence by Proposition 2.2.6 
Gi 
r(7V: 
H(p,N;x) | M^(iVi) 
\H(p2N1:NJN1:X2,p'1)\ Xi<l><Pi)' 
which, again by Proposition 2.2.6, is the same as \H pVJ^x 1 as required. 
The conjugation above induces a bijection between the orbits of the two groups 
acting on MN1- Moreover the conjugation commutes with the action of -12 and so by 
Theorem 2.4.13 the number of inequivalent regular and irregular cusps is the same for 
the two groups. • 
In general the homomorphism fa x ip2 : G/T(N) - • Gi/T(Ni) x G2/r(iV2) 
is injective (by the Chinese Remainder Theorem), but is not necessarily surjective. 
However, we have the following proposition: 
Proposition 2.4.17. With notation as above, if G = H(p. iV: \') then the map ij'j x rp2 
is a surjection. In particular G/T(N) is isomorphic to Gi/T(Ni) x G2/T(N2). 
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Proof. By Proposition 2.2.6 the order of G/T{N) is N<l>{N)/x<i>(p)- But by Lemma 
2.4.16 this is the order of Gi/T(Ni) x G2/T(7V2) and so -i/>2 x ^2 is an isomorphism 
between G/T(N) and d/TiNi) x G2/T{N2). • 
We will also have to consider the action of —12. The next Lemma gives a general 
result. 
Lemma 2.4.18. Suppose G and H are subgroups of groups A and B with — 1G and—ljj 
involutions in A and B which centralize G and H respectively. Let ±G = (—1G,G) 
and ±11 = (—1//,//). Suppose there is an isomorphism 7 : ±G —> ±11 such that 
7((7) = 77 and 7'( — lc) = —1//- Suppose X is a set with an action of ±G and Y is a 
set with an action of ±11 and that there is a bijection $ from X to Y which intertwines 
the actions of ±G and ±77. In other words for all g € ±G and all x in X we have 
$(g • x) = 7(3) • $(x). Then there is an action of — 1G on G\X given by (—1G) • Ox — 
0_ x where —x = (—lG)-x for X in X and similarly there is an action of — In on H\Y. 
The bijection $ between X and Y induces a bijection <J> between G\X and H\Y which 
intertwines the actions of — \G and — 1H. In other words <b(( — lc,)-Ox) = {—1)H-${OX). 
Proof Let Ox be the element of G\X containing the element x of X and define Oy 
similarly. The action of —IQ on G\X is well-defined since - 1 G - centralizes the action 
of G. Similarly —1# has a well-defined action on H\Y. 
Define $ : G\X -> H\Y by $(Ox) = 09{x). This is well-defined since $ 
intertwines the actions of G and 77. Surjectivity of <J> follows from that of $. It is 
also injective since if 0^x) = C<j,(x') then <J>(x) = h • $(x') for some h in 77. This 
implies $(,r) = 7(^)«E>(.r') for some g in G and so ,T = g • x' as $ is a bijection. Thus 
C.T = CK' as required. 
Finally ${{-lG)-Ox) = $ ( 0 _ r ) = 0*(_,r) = 0_* ( l ) = (-l)w-C?* ( l ) = ( - l ) H -$ (O x ) 
as required. 
Note that we allow for the possibility that — 1^ is an element of G. By the 
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properties of 7, this is the case if and only if — 1H is an element of H. So if — 1Q 
is an element of G then the actions of — 1^ and —1# are both trivial. • 
Applying this general result for the case of A = SL(2,Z/iVZ) and B = 
SL(2,Z/MZ) x SL(2,Z/A2Z) yields: 
Corollary 2.4.19. With the notation as above there is a bisection between H(p, N: x)\^/jv 
and H(PI,NI\XI)\MNI X H{V2,N2\X2)\^1N2- There is an action of —12 on 
H(p, N; X)\MN given by — l2-Ox = 0_x and also an action of — \2 on H{pi, NI;XI)\MNI X 
Il(p2: N2',X2)\Mpj2 given by —12 - (OXJ. 0X2) = (0-xl.O_X2) The bisection intertwines 
these two actions. As a consequence the function c(p,N;x): which is the cardinality of 
11 (p. N\X)\MN: ? S a multiplicative function. 
Proof. Let G = H(p,N;x)- T h e groups SL(2,Z/A/Z) and SL(2,Z/A"1Z) x 
SL(2, Z/A^Z) are isomorphic by the map %i)\ x ip2. The map 7 between Mj\- and 
JI/TV, x MN2 given by restriction modulo Ai and A2 is a bijection which intertwines 
the actions of SL(2,Z/WZ) and SL(2;Z/JV1Z) x SL(2, Z/vV2Z). By 2.4.17 these re-
strict to an isomorphism of G/F(N) and Gi/T(Ni) x G2/T(N2) and a bijection which 
intertwines the actions on MN and MNl x MN2. 
Let —1 be the image of —12 in SL(2, Z/iVZ) and for convenience we use the same 
notation for the image of - 1 2 in SL(2,Z/AiZ) and SL(2,Z/A2Z). Then the image 
of —1 under ^ x ^;2 is (—1,-1). The elements —1 and (—1,-1) are involutions 
which centralize G[Y{N) and G\/T{N\) x G2/T(N2) respectively. The isomorphism 
i/'i x <02 maps G/T(N) to G i / r ( # i ) x G2/r(N2) and maps - 1 to ( - 1 . - 1 ) . The 
bijection 7 intertwines the corresponding actions on MN and MNl x M*/2. By Lemma 
2.4.16 the actions of G, on MNi are conjugate in GL(2, Z/A;Z) to the actions of 
H(pi. Ni',Xi)- i — 1-2 and this conjugation commutes with the action of —1. Thus 
composing v\ x ip2 and 7 with these conjugations we obtain an isomorphism and 
a bijection which intertwine the actions of —1. Thus applying Lemma 2.4.18 we 
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obtain the required bijection <3> between the orbit spaces which intertwines the actions 
of —1 and (—1,-1) as required. It follows that the number of elements of G\MN 
is c{pi,Nj;xi)c(P2\^2',X2)- By induction on the number of primes dividing N, the 
function c(p, N; x) is multiplicative (and normal) in the sense of Selberg. • 
Finally we find the relationship between the number of inequivalent regular and 
irregular cusps of H(p,N;x) a n d those of H(pi,Ni,xi) a n d H{p2, N^Xz)- If —12 is 
an element of G then by Proposition 2.2.9 it is also an element of H(pi,N\;xi) ar>d 
H(pi,Ni;x2) a n d so in this case the actions of —1 and (—1,-1) in Corollary 2.4.19 
are both trivial. 
If - 1 2 belongs to H(pi,Ni]xi) and H(pi.Ni,x2) then by Lemma 2.4.16, 
G\/T(Ni) x G2/T{N2) contains ( - 1 , - 1 ) . So by Proposition 2.4.17 it follows that 
—12 G H(p. N:x)- This leads to the four cases described in the following corollary: 
Corollary 2.4.20. Suppose G = H(j>,N;x) and let Hx = H(phNi:Xi) and 
H2 = H(p2-. N2\ X2) with other notation as above. Let ux and v'^ be the num-
ber of inequivalent regular and irregular cusps of G. Let v\ and V2 be the num-
ber of inequivalent regular cusps of Hi and H2 respectively and v\ and i/'2 be 
the number of inequivalent irregular cusps. Then we have the following cases: 
—12 G G —12 G H\ —12 G H2 vx = V}V2 
-h & G -h & Hi - 1 2 G H2 vrx = v\V2 
-h&G ~l2eH1 -\2$H2 0^0 = ^ 2 
-12&G -12 £ Hi -I2&H2 voz,-=2viV2 + vlv'2 + v\v2 
Proof. By Corollary 2.4.19 there is a bijection between the orbits of G on A/jV and the 
orbits of Hi x H2 on MN] x A/jv2. Recall from Section 2.4.2 that for a group containing 
—12 and T(N) the cusp number is equal to the number of orbits on MN and there are 
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Next suppose that - 1 2 0 G and one of Hi and H2 contains —12 ; as discussed 
above, the other can not have —12- So let —12 G H2- Recall, again from Section 2.4.2, 
that an orbit O of G on MN is irregular if - 1 2 • O — O and regular if - 1 2 • O ^ O. 
Also i/oo is equal to half the number of regular orbits and u'^ is equal to the number 
of irregular orbits. By Corollary 2.4.19, O is irregular if and only if it corresponds to 
0\ x 02 where 0\ is an irregular orbit of H\ on M^x and 02 is an orbit of 112 on M,\j2. 
Therefore v'^ = v\v2. Similarly O is regular if and only if it corresponds to 0\ x 02 
where O-^ is regular. The number of such pairs of orbits is v\v2 and so vx — v\V2-
Alternatively we can use the fact that the number of orbits is given both by Iv^ + v'^ 
and (2i/j -f " i X ^ ) and then that v'^ = v\v2 to reach the same conclusion. The case 
that —12 is in G and G\ but not in G2 just exchanges the roles of G\ and G2-
Finally if none of groups contain —12 , we have —12 • C9 = O if and only if 
—12 • 0\ = 0\ and —12 • C2 = O2 where O corresponds to 0\ x C?2 as before. This 
implies that v'^ = v[v'2. Finally the total number of orbits is given by both 2vx + v'^ 
and (2I/J + ^i)(2^2 + v'2}- Using u'^ = v\v'2 then gives I/QO = 2v\v2 -\- ujv2 + v\v2 as 
required. D 
We will show in Proposition 2.4.28 that in the last case of Corollary 2.4.20 in 
practice at least one of v[ or v'2 is zero and consequently v' = 0 in this case. 
2.4.4 The Cusp Number of H{p. N: x) 
The goal of this subsection is to complete the calculation of the number of inequivalent 
regular and irregular cusps of generalized Larcher subgroups. Based on Proposition 
2.3.1 and Lemma 2.4.14 we observe that it suffices to do our computation for H(p, N: x) 
where p | N and \- | gcd(N.N/p)). We start by computing c(p.N:x) which is the 
number of orbits of H(p.N:\) acting on 7l/.v. If vx and i/'x are the number of 
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inequivalent regular and irregular cusps of H(p, JV; \) then 
,
 AT , f St/oo + i/oo - 1 2 £ H(p,N;X), 
[ Vve -l2emp,N;X)-
Comput ing c{p, N; x) 
A key theorem here is the Cauchy-Frobenius Formula so we recall its statement. 
Theorem 2.4.21. Let a group G act on a set X with both G and X finite. Then the 
total number n of orbits is given by 
T T j i l ^ K U n 
1
 ' x&X 
To apply the Cauchy-Frobenius Formula we observe first that the number of 
elements of <pN(H(p, N: x)) is 
Index(r : T(N)) _ </>(N)x/){N2) _ N<p{N) 
Index(r : H{p, N: x)) ~ X&{P)HN) ~ 'X^PT' 
If the stabilizer of I Q ) € MN in tf]\r(H(p,N:x)) is denoted by H/a\ then the Cauchy-
Frobenius Formula implies that 
(^)GAfA-
In order to compute \H?a\\ we also need the following form of the Chinese Remainder 
Theorem: 
Lemma 2.4.22. Suppose A \ N and B \ N. Then the system of equations 
x = a (mod A) 
x = b (mod B) 
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has solutions in -—^ if and only if a = b (mod (A,B)). If this condition is satisfied, 
then the number of solutions is r ^ r - 2 
Computing | H / Q \ | 
y x 
Now let ( J € Hfay It follows from the definition of H(p, N; \) that 
x 1 (mod p), (2.2) 
y = 1 _ ? (modx). (2.3) 
P 
We must also have J x ) ( ° ) — ( " ) (m°d N) or 
x
_ 1 a = a (mod A?) (2.4) 
ya + xp = P (mod AT). (2.5) 
To apply the Cauchy-Frobenius formula we need to calculate, for given p, N. x- & a n d 
P, the number of solutions for x and y of the congruences (2.2), (2.3), (2.4) and (2.5). 
We shall do this by finding an equivalent "triangular" system of congruences. 
Observe first that 
N N 
(2.4) «=> x = 1 (mod 7 7 ^ ) <=> x = 1 (mod — - ) , 
(2.5) ^=> -(5{x - 1) = ytv (mod N), 
and since ((N,a),p) = 1, we infer x = 1 (mod (iV. a)). The latter condition on x 
together with the congruence Equation (2.5) imply that 
y=(-^)-*{-0)±Z* (modj^-). (2.6) 
(A. a) (A, a) (A, a J 
2(A. B) (resp.[A. B\) here represents the greatest common divisor (resp.the least common multiple) 
of A and B. 
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Now we apply Lemma 2.4.22 to the following system of equations in order to find 
condition(s) on x which guarantees the existence of a solution for y. 
y=l-f (modx) 
* = (nfcr)-1 (-3) ^ (mod^). 
(2.7) 
HJV,a)> 
This system has solutions if and only if —-
P iw^y1 (-# wh (mod (nfe^)). 
That is equivalent to (1 - x) jjfa = - P P ^ (mod ( p ( ^ j , x ) ) ) , o r t o (N.a) 
(1 - x) a = - p 0 (x - 1) (mod (p(W, O X T ^ , x)))- Finally we have 
(x - l )(a - p/3) = 0 (mod (p(N, a ) ( — — , *))). 
(A*, a) 
The last condition is satisfied if and only if 
P(*.«)(flfox)
 x x = 1 (mod (a-p&p^aX^x))' 
So, we have the following conditions to be satisfied by x: 
x = 1 (mod p), 
x = 1 (mod (JV, a-)), 
x = 1 (mod 




> ) • 
(2.8) 
(a -p&rfJV.oH^.x) ) ' 
Note that in the modulus of the last congruence the denominator has a fac-
tor of (a,p) and since x divides N/p we deduce that the whole modulus divides 
(pN/(a,p),(N,a)N/(a,p)) and since (p/(a,p),(N,a)/(a,p)) = 1 it follows that this 
modulus divides A'". 
As we have just seen, any solution for x and y to the congruences (2.2). (2.3). (2.4) 
and (2.5) gives rise to a solution to the congruences (2.7) and (2.8). Conversely, it is 
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clear that any solution to (2.7) and (2.8) will satisfy (2.2),(2.3) and (2.4) and a solution 
to (2.7) and hence (2.6) gives a solution to (2.5). Thus the two sets of congruences are 
equivalent. 
By applying Lemma 2.4.22. we find that the number of solutions for x of the 
congruences (2.8) is 
N 
bAN,*).^- p{N-a){^'x) (N,o)'(Q_p/3,p(JV^)(^,x))i 
For each given x satisfying (2.8) there are unique values of — (mod x) a n d --~--
(mod Tj^y)- Moreover each such x satisfies the consistency condition for (2.7). Thus 
we can count the number of solutions (2.7) using Lemma 2.4.22, which gives , ^ ,. 
Therefore 
IP-, UV, a),
 {Nia), •fc-pPAN.aKJfi^dV W ' 
and by substituting | / / /a\ | in Formula (2.1), we get 
( v )=*MPL V ^ ^ _ _ 
N
*W ^ \p (N a) -JL. p ( W- ) (^f ) 1 fo&J.x] 
(0)£MN W>V,a), (N,a)> (a-p /? .p(jV.Q)( * ,X))J l(JV,a)>Aj 
(2.10) 
Although (2.10) is somewhat unwieldy, we shall show that it reduces to the following 
remarkably simple expression: 
Theorem 2.4.23. 
c(p.N;X) = ^ M y < 1 ) { d ) ^ . (2.11) 
' x 
wftere A; = \{p2, N)\. N] and dd! = k/x-
The difficulty in a direct approach is the additive term a—pl3 which makes a direct 
simplification problematic. Our strategy will be to invoke multiplicativity of c(p. N\x) 
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and then do a case by case verification that (2.10) and (2.11) are equal. We start with 
the following special case: 
Lemma 2.4.24. 
*w ^ fcf.rf d\N 




of congruences to be satisfied by a and b: 
a
 1
a = a (mod TV), 
ba + a/3 = P (mod N). 
In this case, the conditions on a and ?> are given by 
a = 1 (mod p), 
. a = 1 (mod (TV, a ) ) . 
a = 1 (mod T r p ^ ) , (/v, a) 
and 
" ^ ( A ^ ) ' " 1 ^ ) ^ < m 0 d (£^ 
These conditions, as in the general case, implv that \H/a\\ = (N.a) ,,,r "^—T , and 
formula (2.10) becomes 
c ( p J V - l ) = *{P) T (AT a) -
= * 1 V - (JV.a) 
Now it is not difficult to show that Yl(n)ei\i 1 = if ^(^) ^ 'T^ ' w n e r e the s u m i s o v e r 
all (',)) with {N,a) = d with c/ fixed. Thus we have 
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which completes the proof. • 
Since c(p, N; x) is a multiplicative function in the sense of Selberg [Sel77], as shown 
in Section 2.4.3. it will suffice to prove (2.11) in the case where N = la is a prime power. 
Note that this assumption implies that p = lb and x = ^ s o that 
b < a and c < rnin(a — b,b). 
Lemma 2.4.25. Let I be a prime number. Then 
c(lb+c,la:l) a<2b: 
c{lb, la; T) = { /<= c{l\ la-c: 1) 2b + c<a, 
la~2b c{l3b+c-a, l2b; 1) 2b < a < 2b + c. 
Proof. Note that if c = 0, then thenresult is trivial. So we can assume below that c > 1. 
Since c < min(a — b, 6), we can also assume that b > 1 and a^b. 
(Case a < 26) 
The equality in this case follows from the fact that H{lh.la:lc) and H(lb+C,la:l) 
are conjugate. 
If \+vlh via J € H{lb, la: lc), then (1 + ulb){l + xlb) - vwla = 1 and u = w 
\ w 1 + xl J 
(mod lc), and so lc \ (w + x). Now consider the relation 
/ 1 -if6 \ / l + ulb vl" \ ( 1 l b \ 
V 0 1 / \ w 1 + xlb ) \ 0 1 / 
/ 1 + (u - w)lb {u-w- x)l2b + vla \ 
\ w 1 + {w + x)lh j 
Therefore (l + {u~^ (u~w~^ + v'°) e H(lb^. I': 1). 
\ w 1 + {w + x)lh J \ • • J 
So H(lb. I": lc) is conjugate to a subgroup of H(lb+C. I": 1). and by Proposition 2.2.6 
H(lb.J":lc) and H{lb+cJa:l) have the same index in T which implies that they are 
conjugate. 
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(Cases 2b + c< a and 26 < a < 26 + c) 
Before proceeding we first show that 
N (a - p0,p(N, a)(——,X)) = (P, W a)), (2.12) 
[N, a) 
where all parameters are as above but with the extra condition that the common 
prime divisors of p and (N, a) do not have the same multiplicities. It is easy to see 
that the right hand side is a divisor of the left hand side. Conversely, in order to 
show that (a - p0,p(N,a)(j^rX)) I (p,(W,a)), let «f ||(a - p / 3 , p ( N , a ) ( I ^ , *)) 
where q is a prime number and also suppose that q'\\p and q' \\{N, a) so that /, 7^  //. 
Then q* I ^ - ( ' • ' ' ) ( _ _ ^ _ _ ( i - ^ ^ l where ( — ^ - / ^ ^ % T ^ ) = 1. This proves 
qs I (p. (N. a)), and hence our statement. 
Now we can apply Equality (2.12) to simplify the formula of c(lb,la;lc) where 
Of = ulm so that m y£ b and (u, I) — 1. To do so, the sum in c(lb. la: lc) is broken into 
the following sums: 
la+c<P{lh) ^ 1 
wr,J^t w, (In n) * 'bc°^((i^)f) 1 r * l 
la+c<f)(lb) j ^A 4>(lm)<l)(la-m)la-m 
+ £ „ 6 ta-m l2b(la~blc) 1 f i a - b 7cl 
( U . 0 = ( J 3 7 ) = 1 L ' ' lb(u-g.lb(ln-h-lc))> l ' J 
It is convenient to split these two sums further into three terms Si, S2 arid 53 
corresponding to those a's such that 0 < m < 6 — 1. m = b and b + 1 < m < a 





Si = > ^ ^f—J-^—,—=-^ since m < b and 26 < a 
63 = > T — since m > b. 
Z j /a —?7( {la lin+cjUJa — m Jr\ 
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and 52 can be written as 
&= E z
— ' \la-b lb ' t' .'V 1f/n-ft /cl 
o<u<;"-6 
(Ma) - f ^ W - 6 ) ^ 0(Z°-m)^(/0-6) l"-b-r-14>(la-b) 
If (u — y9,/a) = lh, then these three terms correspond to A: = 0, 1 < A: < fc + c and 
b + c < k < a, respectively. By considering the two cases 2b + c < a and 2b < a < 26-t-c 
we can simplify Si. So and £3 as follows: 
(Case 2b + c <a) 
What we want to prove is 
S1+S2 + S3=°f*Pf"^. (2.13) 
^-^ \lmJa-C'm.lb} 
m = 0 l ' ' J 
It is not difficult to see 
s = Y 4>(imwa-m) = y^ <t>{imma-c-m) 4 ) 
/ •< ja—m / J Um la—c-m lb] ' ^ ^ 








 t ^ (f>(r)(p{ia-r")ia-
1=6+1 L 
The first sum can be rewritten as 
/ J Um Ja-c-m lb] ' V • / 
m = 6 + l L ; ' ' J 
1 N, V " " and the second sum is simplified to i ( l — j) YHm=a-c&^a '")• o r 
^ ( 1 - y ) " E (^a-"')) + ^ ( l - y ) = l - ~ . (2-16) 
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Now by the assumption 2b + c < a, S2 can be written as 
b+c 
_ 0(Z->) Z' - 21-* 1 ^ 1 I ' 
= ( l - y ) ( Z 6 - ^ ) . (2.17) 
The statement (2.13) follows from (2.14), (2.15), (2.16) and (2.17). 
(Case 26 < a < 2b + c) 
In this case we want to show 
m=0 L ' ' J 
Recall that Si = £™J 0 ^1-™?™+? which can be written as 
1
 2L^ Urn m-m iSb+c-a]' 
m=0 l ' ' ' 
We can split 53 into the following sums 
V ^ <t>{lin)<f>{la~m) y - <j>(lm)<p(la-m)l"-,n 
m=f)+l ' m=a — c+1 
which can be simplified to 
b+l 
Finally the simplification of S2 in this case is given by: 
0{la~b) J > -21"-1 2b^a 0(la~m) ^ (j)(la-m) 1 1 
2
 /a-6 J 76+f: Z_^ 7b+r-m Z_^ + I m = l 26+c-a+l J 
( 1 - y ) <jVb"c - 2/°-6- c- ] + (26 +
 c - a ) ( l - y)?Q-b-c + /o-o-^11 
( l - y ) { ( 2 6 + c - a . + l ) 6 ( / " ^ ' ) } (2-19) 
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It is easy to verify that the right hand side of (2.18) is 
3fe±fT 0( rMP-") A 0( r )0(P- ) 
1 +
 Z ^ /36+c-a + /_> /m 
7n—6 ?n=3M-c—a+1 
=5i + (1 - j) {(26 + c - a + l)(f>{la-b~c) + Z"-6^-1} 
=5i + S2 + 53 . 
This completes the proof. D 
Lemma 2.4.24 and Lemma 2.4.25 show that Theorem 2.4.23 holds for the prime 
power case and so the general case of Theorem 2.4.23 now follows from the multiplica-
tivity of c(p,N;x)-
2.4.5 The Number of Inequivalent Regular and Irregular 
Cusps 
By Theorem 2.4.13, if - 1 2 G H{p,N\x) t h e n "oo = c(p, A';x) and i/'x = 0 and so 
by Theorem 2.4.23 and Proposition 2.2.9, the first case of the formula for (ux. I/'^.) 
in Theorem 2.5.1 is proven. In this section we give the proof of the remaining cases 
of Theorem 2.5.1 giving the number of inequivalent regular and irregular cusps where 
H(p, N:x) doesn't contain —1 2 . We start with the following lemma 
Lemma 2.4.26. If p has an odd divisor greater or equal to 3 and —12 $ H{p,N\x) 




Proof. Suppose the contrary, so H(p,N;x) n a s a n irregular cusp. Then by Theorem 
2.4.13 the action of H(p,N;x) o n MN n a s a n irregular orbit. Let I ° J G M,\ be 
an element of this irregular orbit. Since the action of —12 maps this orbit to itself it 
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(2.20) 
/ 1 -r- t>x IV z \ 
follows that there is an element I J € H(p,N;x) s u c n t n a t 
\ y i + pi J 
fi+P* NZ \ M J - « \ (modw) 
V y l+plJ\0J \-p) 
This gives rise to the following system of congruence equations: 
(l+px)a = —a (mod N) 
ya + (1 + pt)(3 = -0 (mod N). 
The first equation implies that px = —2 (mod ,^a\)- Hence 
TV 
2 = 0 (mod (——p)). (2.21) 
(A: a) 
Since p has an odd divisor, say g ^ l , this shows that g | (TV, a) . On the other hand. 
the second equation can be rewritten as 
(2 + pt)0=-ya (mod TV). 
From this and the fact that ((N. a). /?) = !, we deduce that (N, a) | 2+pt and therefore 
q | 2 + pt. This is a contradiction, since q is a nontrivial odd number. The second part 
of the Lemma now follows from Theorem 2.4.13 since the preimage of a regular cusp 
consists of a pair of (distinct) regular orbits on MN. • 
Note that the previous lemma proves the final case of Theorem 2.5.1 except the 
case when p is a power of 2 greater than or equal to 4. 
Lemma 2.4.27. Suppose N = 2a for some a > 1 and - 1 2 0 H(p.N;x)- Let 
c — c(p. N;x) then: 
If p — 2 then x = 2 and 
i/oc = (2/5)c i 4 = (l/5)c : if a = 2. 
o^c = (l/4)c u'co = (\/2)c. if a> 2 is even. 
i/oc = (l/3)c »4 - (l/3)c. ; / a > 1 ?5 odd. 
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And if p = A then a = 2. x ~ 1 and u°o = (2/5)c, i/^, = (l/5)c. Otherwise there are 
no irregular cusps for H(p,N\ x) and therefore v^ = (l/2)c and f^ , = 0. 
Proof. If JV = 2a then p = 2b for some b < a. Now suppose | 1 G Af2a is an 
irregular cusp of i/(26,2Q;X) and therefore (^ + ** j ^ ) ( £ ) = ( ^ ) ' f o r s o m e 
J + 2
"
x 2<1\) eH(2\2a;X)-So 
y l + 2ht) v ' 
(1 + 2hx)a = - a (mod 2a) 
ya• + (1 + 2H)p = -0 (mod2a). 
An argument similar to the one we used to conclude (2.21) implies that 
(2.22) 
2 ^ 0 (mod ( - ^ - , 2 * ) ) . (2.23) 
(2 , a) 
We now consider the following cases: 
Case I: b > 2. Congruence (2.23) implies that (2°, a) = 2° or (2a,a) = 2a-\ If 
(2a, a) = 2a then 2btf3 = -2(3 (mod 2a) and this contradicts the assumption that 2 \ (3. 
If (2°, a) = 2°-x then 
2bt(3 = -2(3 (mod 2"-1). (2.24) 
Subcase: 6 = 2. In this case since 2 \ (3 we have a = 2 and immediately x = 1-
This is the case #(4.4:1) which is conjugate to Ti(4). One knows that Fi(4) has one 
irregular and two regular cusps. As c(4,4,1) = 5 the result follows in this case. 
Subcase: b > 2. In this case (2.24) contradicts {2,(3) — 1, thus there is no 
irregular cusp in this case and the number of regular cusps is given by v^ = ~. 
Case II: 6 = 1 . In this case the assumption —1 2 $ H(2, 2a;x) implies that x = 2 and 
therefore a > 2. 
Subcase: a = 2. The group H(2,4:2) is conjugate to H(4, 4; 1) by the first case 
of Lemma 2.4.25. and so it has the same regular and irregular cusps as Fi(4). As 
c(2. 4. 2) = 5 the result follows in this case. 
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Subcase: a > 3. The vector I a I is an element of an irregular orbit of H(2, 2a; 2) 
if and only if there exist x. y and t satisfying 
(1 + 2x)a = -a (mod 2a) (2.25) 
ya + (l + 2l)l3 = -P (mod 2Q) (2.26) 
x = y (mod 2) (2.27) 
(l + 2x)(l + 2*)==l (mod2a). (2.28) 
We shall now prove that such x, y and I exist if and only if a is of the form u2m, where 
u is odd and a > m > ^hp, and (3 is odd. First we prove that a must be even. If 
not. by Congruence (2.25). xa = —a (mod 2a~1) and hence x is odd and so is y. But 
Congruence (2.26) can be reduced to ya + 2t/3 = —2(3 (mod 2a). which shows that ya 
is even which is a contradiction. Thus a = u2m for some u odd and a > m > 1. 
Next, we show that there exist no solution for the system of congruence equations 
above if m < !k^-. By substituting a = u2m where a > m in (2.25) we have 2x = —2 
(mod 2°-m). Then (2.28) gives 2t = -2 (mod 2a'm). These combined with (2.26) yield 
yu2m = 0 (mod 2fl-m). If m < (a - l ) /2 , then a - m > (a + l)/2. Since a > 3 the 
congruence 2x = —2 (mod 2a~m) implies that x is odd and hence y is odd. Also 
m < (a — l ) /2 implies m < a/2 and so m < a — m. Since both u and y are odd, the 
congruence yu2m = 0 (mod 2a~m) then yields a contradiction and so m > (a — l ) /2 . 
Any I ° I G M21. where (3 is odd and a — u2m such that a > m > ^ and where 
?i is an odd number, is an element of an irregular orbit of H{2, 2a: 2), since it is easily 
checked that 
x = - l + 2 m - 1 - 2 m + 22m-1 
/. = - l + 2"'-1 
y = —u~^j3 where uif1 = 1 (mod 2°) 
is a solution to Congruences (2.25). (2.26), (2.27) and (2.28). 
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By the Cauchy-Frobenius Formula and Theorem 2.4.13 the number of irregular 
orbits and the number of inequivalent irregular cusps is given by 
(?) (%) 
where the sum is taken over all a and /? such that j3 is odd and a = u2m with 
a > m > ~ . Using the expression for | / / / Q J from Equation (2.9) gives 
1 
v' = 4 V 
00
 Z-j (2a ,2m + 1)[2a-m ,2] ' 




=4 > -^ , , , r— r if « is even. 
l_j (2a ,2m + 1)[2a-m ,2] 
—rn \oa—m 
v
^ =4 > -j^—^—rrrr^ ^r " a 1S °da. 
00
 Z_, (2« 2m+1) 2a~m 2 
m=(a+l ) /2 V ; 1 ' J 
Evaluating these sums gives v'x = 2 a / 2 where a is even and a > 2 and i/^ = 2(a~1)/2 
where a is odd and a > 1. Using Theorem 2.4.23 to compute c(2,2a:2) when a > 3 
gives { 2?+1 if a is even, 
3 x 2 2 if a is odd. 
Comparing this with the number of inequivalent irregular cusps computed above 
gives i/^ = (l/2)c where a is even and a > 2 and v'x = (l/3)c if a is odd and a > 1. 
Finally Corollary 2.4.9 and Theorem 2.4.11 give v^ = (l/4)c if a is even and a > 2 
and o^c = (l/3)c if a is odd and a > 1 which completes the proof. • 
The above two lemmas combined with Corollary 2.4.20 give the following propo-
sition to obtain the number of inequivalent regular and irregular cusps for H(p, N;x) 
in the case —1 2 0 H(p, N: \ ) . 
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Proposition 2.4.28. Let N = 2aN\, p = 2b and y = 2C where Ni is an odd number. 
Suppose —12 & H(p,N:\). Then there are no irregular cusps for H(p,N;x)> and 
,, , c{p, TV; x) 
therefore Vao = 
If p = 2 then x = 2 and 
iv. ; y) 
v^ = '———. except in the following cases. 
C(P-*;X) 
If p = 4 £/ien a 
if a> 2 is even, 
if a > 1 is odd. 
c(p./V:y) 
5 ^ 5 
Proof. If / /(p. A'"; y) does not contain —12 then by Proposition 2.2.9 b > 0 and if 6 = 1 
then 0 0. So again by Proposition 2.2.9. - 1 2 is in # ( 1 , #r, y) but notin H(2b, 2a, 2C). 
Thus by Corollary 2.4.20 the numbers of regular and irregular cusps of H(p,N;x) is 
given by v^ = v\v2 and v'x = v\u2 where v\ is the cusp number of of H{\. N\; 1) and 
1/2 and ^2 a r e the numbers of regular and irregular cusps of H(2b,2a.2c). Except for 
the four cases listed in Lemma 2.4.27, H(2b. 2": 2') lias no irregular cusps and so, by 
the multiplicativity of c(p,N;x), ^ = (c(l ;yV i ;l)) x {c(2b,2":2')/2) = c(p, TV; y)/2. 
The four exceptions follow similarly using the expressions for v2 and v'2 from Lemma 
2.4.27 and multiplicativity of c(p. N; y). • 
By Lemma 2.4.26 the cases in Proposition 2.4.28 are the only cases for which 
—12 0 H(p,N\x) an<i H(p,N\x) has irregular cusps. This accounts for all the cases 
of Theorem 2.5.1 and so completes the proof of this Theorem. 
2.5 The Signature Formulae 
In this short section we summarize the results of previous sections. But first we recall 
some notations which will be needed in the statement of Theorem 2.5.1. 
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- For integers a and b we write a \\ b if a\b and gcd(a, b/a) = 1. 
- For a positive integer N define v2{N) and vs{N) to be the number of inequivalent 
elliptic fixed points of order 2 and 3 respectively of To{N). 
- For a positive integer TV set 
«
N)=N




Let p. A/- and x be positive integers such that p | TV and x 1 gcd(p: Af/p) and let 
XN<p(p) v ^ ^(d)^(rf') 
c(p, N: x) = £ 4>W ^\cm[d,d',pk/NY 
where k = lcm[gcd(p2, N)x: N], da" = kjx-
We can put our results namely Corollary 2.2.10, Theorem 2.3.2 and Proposition 
2.4.28 in one theorem as follows: 
Theorem 2.5.1. Suppose p. N and x are positive integers such that p | TV. x I 
gcd(p. N/p) and c = c(p,N;x)- Then the signature (/i,V2,i'3.ii'O0,i''oc) of H(p,N;x) 
is given by: 
/ * = < 
V-2 
X0{p)ip{N), if p = 2 and \- = 1. 
or p = 1, 
|\'0(p)'i/''(^). otherwise: 
MN) ifp = \, 
or p = 2 and 2 11 Ar: 
0 otherwise. 
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^3 = < 
(^oo,*4 
v3(N) ifp=l, 
or p = 3 and 3 11 Ar. 
0 otherwise: 
(c,0) ifp = 2 andx = 1, 
or p = 1. 
( |c , |C ) i /p = 2 , x = 2,2||(JV/p)> 
(|c, |c) i /p = 2,
 x = 2, 2fc |i (N/p), k odd, k > 1, 
( |c : §c) ifp = 2, x = 2, 2fc || (iV/p), fc even, 
( |c , ic) i /p = 4, 2 | (Ar/p) , (soX=l)-
(he, 0) otherwise. 
The signature of ±H is (p. i/2. z/3, i^ oo + ^ , 0). 
Chapter 3 
Fourier Coefficients of Modular 
Forms 
3.1 Prologue 
Suppose r is a genus-zero subgroup of SL(2, R) commensurable with SL(2, Z). Let 
oe 
/ = q + 2^ a»9 , 
be a meromorphic modular form of integer weight A: on T, where q is a suitable local 
parameter at the cusp oo. 
When T is the full modular group SL(2. Z), the problem of finding universal 
recursive relation satisfied by the Fourier coefficients of / was investigated by Bruinier, 
Kohnen and Ono in [BKO04]. Shortly after this work. Ahlgren in [Ah02] and 
Atkinson in [At05] obtained similar results for the cases Fo(p) (p = 2,3,5.7,13) 
and To(4) respectively. S. Y. Choi in [C.S.06] considered the case r 0 (p) + . which 
is the group To(/^ ) extended by the Fricke involution. These groups are genus-zero 
for p e {2,3,5,7,11.13.17,19.23,29,31.41,47.59,71}. She also gave recursive relations 
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expressing the coefficients of a Hauptmodul j \ of T\ by using those of the normalized 
Hauptmodul ji of T2, where Ti is a Fuchsian group of the first kind of genus-zero 
and T2 is a finite index genus-zero subgroup of IY In related work, D. Choi [C.D.06] 
considered the case of forms on T0(N) for which N is square-free, but not necessarily 
genus zero, in terms of certain u(£, iV)-type" sequences of modular functions. 
a f 
The strategy of these papers, following that of [BKO04], has been to express — 
in terms of a modular form f0 of weight 2 and terms involving the Eisenstein series E%, 
where 9 is the Ramanujan 0 operator. Then to compute — / fe(z)Fn(z)dz, along the 
2m J 
boundary of a fundamental domain of the group in question, where Fn, n = 1. 2. 3.. .. 
are a certain polynomials in the Hauptmodul of T known as the Faber polynomials. 
The motivation for the present chapter is to generalize this work, using a somewhat 
different method, so as to find universal recursive formulae satisfied by the Fourier 
coefficients of any meromorphic modular form on any genus-zero subgroup T of SL(2. R) 
commensurable with SL(2, Z). Our results hold for both even and odd level forms. The 
case where the cusp at 00 is regular and the case where it is irregular are both treated. 
The results can also be applied to congruence and non-congruence subgroups. In 
Section 3.2 first we find the recurrences for genus-zero subgroups of SL(2, Z) of finite 
index and then by applying the same method, the general case will be studied. 
Let N be & square-free integer and let Fo(N)+ denote the group To(Ar) extended 
by all of its Atkin-Lehner elements. To be more specific 
r0(AQ+ = < e^r j J € SL(2, R) a, 6, c, d., e G Z, e\N, e\a, e\d, N\c, ad ~bc = e 
We will call these groups Helling groups. By a theorem of Helling [He66]. any subgroup 
of SL(2. R) which is commensurable with SL(2. Z) is conjugate to a subgroup of a 
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Helling group. Since the Helling groups act transitively on cusps, we can also assume 
that the cusp at which we are computing coefficients is oo. 
The recurrence relations we find have as input a square-free integer N, specifying 
the Helling group of which T is a subgroup. Also the ramification locus and ramification 
orders of a normalized Hauptmodul (fir of T are required. Finally, the weight and divisor 
of / and the values of 4>r at the points at which the divisor of / is supported are needed. 
Given these data, the recurrence relations, as found below in Theorems 3.3.6 and 3.3.7, 
have the same form for all T and / , and in this sense are universal. 
Our method of proof is somewhat different in that we start with a suitable power of 
/ divided by a certain power of a known cusp form on T, such that we obtain a weight 
zero meromorphic T-invariant function. Then we express this quotient as a rational 
function of a normalized Hauptmodul </>r of T. Taking the logarithmic derivative of 
the resulting identity then allows us to derive the desired recursive formulae. As a 
corollary to our main theorem, we give an explicit formula for the Fourier coefficients 
of (pr. We proceed by some preliminary considerations. 
3.1.1 Preliminaries 
Let r be a finite index subgroup of To{N)+, for some square-free N. To(N)+ as well 
as F act on $)* by fractional linear transformations, where 5}* is the union of the upper 
half plane S) with the projective rational line Q*. Assume that so = oo. sj, • • • , st £ Q* 
are a set of representatives of T \ Q*. 
Since To(N)+ acts transitively on Q* (see [He70]), there is only one equivalence 
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class of cusps and this class contains oo. The stabilizer subgroup of oo in To(N)+ is 
: n£Z 
Now we fix a cusp s of T and then take an element 7 G ro(iV)+ such that j(s) = 00. 
We have 
± 7 r s 7 -
1
 = < ± f 1 J : m e z l , (3.1) 
where h is a positive integer and r s := {a G T : a(s) = s} is the stabilizer subgroup 
of s in T. If —12 ^ r , then 7^,7" l is generated either by I J or by ( J. 
The cusp s is called regular or irregular of width h accordingly. By the definition, if 
—12 G r , then all the cusps of V are regular. 
For a subgroup T of SL(2,M), we define f to be the image of T in PSL(2;M) -
SL(2, R) /{±1}. If ho, hi, • • • , ht are the cusp widths of the cusps 00, si, • • • ,st of I\ 
then the following relation holds (cf. [J86]). 
t 
5> = [f^ vF:r]- (3.2) 
i=0 
This is called the cusp-split equation of I\ 
A complex valued function / on the upper half plane S) is said to be a meromorphic 
(resp. holomorphic) modular form of weight k with respect to T if 
• / is meromorphic (resp. holomorphic) on f); 
• /IMfc = /,foraiip= [ J er . 
where f\[p)k(z):=(cz + d)-kf{p(z)): 
• / is meromorphic (resp. holomorphic) at every cusp s of T. 
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This last condition means that 
{ ^,/eTnz/h\ jf £ j g Q^ a n ( j s j s irregular, (3.3) $(e27ri2/'1) otherwise. 
where $ and ^ are meromorphic (resp. holomorphie) functions at zero, <3/ is an odd 
function, and h and 7 are as in Equation (3.1). For more details, see Definition 2.1 of 
[Sh7l]. 
We shall denote by Ak(T) (resp. Gk{T)) the space of meromorphic modular forms 
(resp. holomorphie modular forms) of weight k for I\ Moreover, if for each cusp of T. 
the functions <t> (or *&) in (3.3) vanishes at zero, then / is called a cusp form on I\ and 
the set of all such cusp forms will be denoted by Sk{T). 
Let us recall the definition of the order of a meromorphic function / at a point 
r € F \ S)*. First, for r corresponding to a point ZQ € i), we set eT = |rT | , where TT is 
the stabilizer subgroup of r. One knows that |eT| < 00. Then ordT/ is defined (see 2.4 
of [Sh71]) as 
ordT/ := e;1ord (2_,o)/. 
If r corresponds to a cusp s of T, with cusp width /i, then 
{ (ord niz/h^b)/2 if k is odd and s is irregular, 
orde2„2/h <3> otherwise, 
where <I> and XV are as in (3.3). We can associate with each / G A^(T) the divisor of / 
defined as 
div(/):= J2 o r d - /H- (3-4) 
r€r\rr 
From now on, we suppose that F is of genus-zero by which we mean that the 
compact Riemann surface T \ $)* is of genus zero. Any generator <pr of the function 
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field of this Riemann surface is called a Hauptmodul of T. When no confusion will arise, 
we write cp rather than 4>r. If we require 0 to have a simple pole at the cusp infinity, 
then after normalization, <p has a g-expansion of the form 
4 n>0 
2 j i z 
where q = e ho 
Remark 3.1.1. In light of (3.3), any modular form f(z) of weight k may also be 
viewed as a function of q, namely f(z) — $(g) (or f(z) = ^(g1/2)). Therefore, by 
abuse of notation, we allow ourselves to write f(q) viewing / as a function of q. The 
same remark also applies to anv reference to derivatives. In other words, /'(<?) = — 
dq 
i i f 
should be understood as —. So, from now on we suppress $ and $ from- the 
2-jriq dz 
notation. 
Remark 3.1.2. Note that the derivative of 0 is a meromorphic modular form of divisor 
D= £ ( l - O M + EM-[oo]. 
The divisor of a meromorphic modular form of weight k, when k is even, differs from 
(k/2)D by an integral divisor of degree zero and thus all such divisors are known 
explicitly. 





be a formal power series in q. For n > 1, define the nth Faber polynomial to be the 
unique monic polynomial Fn of degree n which satisfies the following relation 
1 °° 
qn ^—' 
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The coefficients Fn_m depend on the coefficients an(ip). For later computations, it is 
also convenient to set Fo = 1. Following this convention (cf. relation 14 on page 35 of 
[Su98]), one may verify that the Faber polynomials are given by the formal generating 
series 
-*SM=jr,FMg», (3.6) 
where ip'{q) is the derivative of p with respect to q. In fact, Equality (3.6) turns out 
to be an equality between holomorphic functions if ip is a holomorphic function on a 
bounded simply connected domain. (For the details, see Theorem 1, on page 51 of 
[Su98]). Using (3.6) one can show that the Faber polynomials Fn. for n > 0, also 
satisfy the following recurrence relation 
n 
Fn+1{w) - wFn{w) - ] P an^k{ip)Fk(w) - nan(y). (3.7) 
It is also possible to give an explicit formula for Fn in terms of the coefficients 
a.o(ip), ai(ip),.... a„_i(</j), n > 1. This can be done by invoking the following lemma 
whose proof has been inspired by Relation (2.11) on page 23 and Example 20 on page 
33 of [Md95]. 
Lemma 3.1.3. Let A = Qfa1.Q2.Q3, •••].- and set Q0 = 1. Now suppose S; t A 
(i = 1,2,3,...) are such that 
n 
nan + J2 'Vn-j = ° (for a11 " > 1)- (3-8) 
Then 
Sn = S(n:a1....,an). 
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where 
S{l;a\,...,an) := 
(mi + • • • + mn - 1)! 
: « i • • • a„ 
mi! - • • m J 
"•! m „ > 0 * " 
mj -f 2m2~\ |-nmn = l 
This is true since 
i ]r ( - ir 
mj -f 2m2~\ \-nmn = l 
Proof. In A[[t]], let //(£) = J ] antn and P({) = J ] 5„fn_1. Then 
7t>0 JI>1 
- / / ( t )P(O = #'(*)• 
TI>1 
„ > i \ j = i / 
n>\ n>0 
= -PW(t). 
For any element z £ tA[[i\], define L(z) = z + y + y + • • •. One has the identity 
(1 + z)L'(-z) = -z'. Taking z = H+{t) = Y,n>i antn yields H(t)(H+{t) - \H+{tf + 
\H+{tf )' = -P(t)H{t). Thus, since H(t) is not a zero divisor in A[[i\], 
-P{t) = (H+(t) - l-H+{tf + ^ / / + ( f ) 3 - • • • ) ' • (3-9) 
To compute the coefficient of n/.n_1 in (3.9) we argue as follows. For any choice of 
mi... . , mn > 0 satisfying mi + • • • + nmn = n. write k = mi + vrij + • • • + mn and note 
that 1 < k < n. Such choice uniquely gives rise to the term 
fcmi! • • • m„! {ait) '{a.2t ) • •• (cv„t ) = 
, , u - i ( m i + --- + m n - l ) ! 
77?.]! • • • mn\ 
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obtained by the generalized binomial theorem applied to the £;-th term appearing in 
H+(t) — \H+(t)2 + \H+{i)3 — • •-. Now taking the sum over all possible choices gives 
the desired result. • 
Combining Lemma 3.1.3 with (3.7) yields 
Corollary 3.1.4. Let Fn be the nth Faber polynomial corresponding to 




Fn(w) = S(n:ao{<p) - n>, ai(<p), • • • ,an_;i(v?)) 
=» E '- i''— (mi: l !"i: !"' ) !- (3«» 
mi+2m2H l-rimn=n 
x (<*,(</>) - t y r ^ i ^ ) " 1 2 • • • a „ - i ( ^ m n . 
Using a different method Bouali obtains the same recurrences for the Faber 
polynomials in [B.A06]. 
3.2 The Case of Genus-Zero Subgroups of SL(2, Z) 
3.2.1 Initial Lemmas 
In this section, we assume that T is a finite index genus-zero subgroup of To(l)+ = 
SL(2, Z) and retain the notation from the previous section. For any meromorphic 
modular form 
/CO = <?r + 5>ng r " n e .4,(r) (3.11) 
n = l 
of weight A- for F. where q = e ho , we wish to find a recursive formula satisfied by the 
Fourier coefficients a3. j = \. 2. • • • of / . Let us remark that if k is odd and the cusp 
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oo is irregular, then by the definition as in (3.3), r is equal to r'/2 for some odd integer 
r'. Otherwise r is an integer. 
Since the discriminant function 
oo 
A := qk° Y[(l - qhon)24 <E S12(SL(2,Z)) 
n=l 
may be viewed as a cusp form on the subgroup T, it follows that 
12 
k 
is a meromorphic modular form of weight zero for T or equivalently a meromorphic 
function on T \ $)*. In particular. £1 can be written as a rational function of (p. More 
precisely we have the following lemma: 
Lemma 3.2.1. Let T be a finite index genus-zero subgroup of SL(2,Z), and let 
so = oo,si, ...,st be a set of representatives of inequivalent cusps of T with the cusp 
widths ho, hi..... ht respectively. With f and Q as above and for some non-zero constant 
\. we have 
t 
n(z) = \l[(cp(z) - 0(S j))^rO T dn/-T^) Yl (0(Z) _ ^ ( r ) ) ^ 0 ^ ' . (3.12) 
i = l T€r\.f> 
Proof. To verify this equality, it suffices to show that for every point r in r \ Sj*, 
both sides have the same order at r , since every meromorphic function on a compact 
Riemann surface is uniquely determined, up to a constant, by its divisor. If r G r \ f ) , 
this is immediate since the everywhere holomorphic function A never vanishes on 9j. 





(k:12) SJ (fc,12)' 
That this is equal to the order of the light hand side of (3.12) is immediate if s ^ oc, 
since & is bijective. In order to prove the equality of orders at ,s = oc. we shall use the 
Valence Formula 
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J2 eTordTf = A[PSL(2 ,Z) : r ] . (3.13) 
This formula follows from Proposition 2.16 and Theorem 2.20 of [Sh71]. The Valence 
Formula, together with Identity (3.2) now imply that 
12 v - , . v ^ khi 
rerVfr 
Therefore, 
ord^Q = ordpc/ (A:. 12) ^ (k, 12) 
12
 E eTordT/ + t ^ (fe.12) ^ T TJ ^ - (A:. 12)' 
which gives the desired result. • 
Lemma 3.2.2. Let the hypotheses be as in the previous lemma. Then, the coefficients 
of f satisfy the following recursive relation 
— /?ian_i — P2dn-2 — • • • — Pn 
n 
where, for n > 1, (3n is defined by the formula 
/3n := 2kh0o(j-) + J ^ f ordSi/ - —- J Fn(<£(s,)) + J ^ eTordT/Fn 
0




if;/iere cr(n) = \ J 5 and c( 7r) = 07 if h0 \ n. 
6\n 
Proof First we take the logarithmic derivative (with respect to z) of both sides of 
(3.12) and obtain 
12 f'(z) k A'(z) A 12 khi , <P'{z) 
+ 2 . ( 7 7 7 ^ ^ , / (k,12)f(z) (k.l2)A(z) ^K(kA2) SjJ (kA2)> 6(z) - 0(3,) 
! = 1 
1 2
 V ^ ! r ®' 
(*-12)-£\ft TJ6{z)-6{rY 
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or, equivalently, 
•^'W * O T / l , ^ / „ r J f khi\ ^ ' ( 2 ) 
2 = 1 
oo 
where £2(2) = 1 — 24 S_] a(n)e27tlzn is the non-modular Eisenstein series of weight two 
7 1 = 1 
on SL(2, Z). For a proof of the identity -r-r-r = 2iriE2{z), see Proposition 14 on page 
121 of [K97]. 
Using the convention adopted in Remark 3.1.1, we may rewrite Identity (3.16) as 
2inqf'{q) 2-nik
 h J-^ kht2m q<j>'(q) 
h0 f(q) 12 __ j-f 12 ho <f>{q) - <£(«») 
y-y 2ni q<f>'(q) 
+ > e T o r d T / — — - — . 
r ^ ^0 4>{q) ~ <p(r) 
Now applying (3.6) yields 
)
-E2(qh0) - £ ( (ord,/ - ^l)J2Fn(0(st))gn qf'(q) kh0 , ho. v-> / , , . kht 
00 \ 
J2 [eTordTfYlFn(<t>(r))qn 
rer\fl \ n=o / 
kho kho 
12 12 
71 = 1 
+ r - £ > n 0 n 
00 
7' — 
n = l 
EA/, (3.17) 
where /?„ is defined as in (3.15). 
We are now in a position to prove the recursive relation (3.14) satisfied by the 




n — J n = l 71 = ] 
+ $ > + n)anqn = (1 + ]T «ng")(r - J ] ft,,,") 
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By equating the coefficients of qn on both sides of this last equality, we have 
(r 4- n)an = ran - /?ian_i - /32an-2 /?„, (3.18) 
and this last equality is equivalent to the desired Identity (3.14). D 
The goal in the following lemma is to provide an explicit formula in which @n is 
expressed as a polynomial in ai, • • • ,an. 
Lemma 3.2.3. Keeping the assumptions as before, we have 
0n=S{n,a1,---,an), (3.19) 
for n > 1 where S(n. a\, - • • , an) is defined as in Lemma 3.1.3. __ 
Proof. By comparing (3.14) and (3.8), we see that the (3n's satisfy the same relations as 
the 5n 's, where the Sn's, n = 1,2, 3. • • • , are as in Lemma 3.1.3, whence our result. • 
3.2.2 The Main Recursive Formula 
Now we are ready to state and prove the main theorem of this section concerning a 
recursive relation in which the nth coefficient an of the form / is given in terms of the 
coefficients a\, ...,a„_i, the divisor of / and the Faber polynomials evaluated at 4>{T), 
for r € T \ Sj*, r ^ oo. 
Theorem 3.2.4. Let f = qr + \ anqr+n be a weight k meromorphic modular form for 
the genus-zero subgroup T of the full modular group and let SQ = oo, s%, s2,..., st be a 
set of representatives of inequivalent cusps ofT, respectively of widths ho, hi, h2, •••, ht. 
Then 
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„ - ST ( 1 Vn. + -+m,,-, (mi + - - - + m„-i - 1)! ^ 
">1. - - , m n _ i > 0 
m 1 +2m 2 + ..- + ( n - l ) m n _ i = n 
- - \2kh0a(^) + J2(ordsJ-^)Fn((t>(Sl))+ £ e Tord r /F n(^(r)) ) , (3.20) 
where Fn is the nth Faber polynomial associated to the Hauptmodul <p ofT. 
Proof. First of all, we rewrite Equation (3.14) as 
nan + j3n = —/?ian_i - • • • - /3„_iai. 
On the other hand, Lemma 3.2.3 implies that 
Pn = -nan + S(n, oi, • - • , an-i)> 
where 5(n, ai, • • • , an_i) is defined as in Lemma 3.1.3. Therefore, we have 
-/3ian_i ySn-iai = 5(n, ai ,--- , an„i). 
This last equality together with the Equations (3.14) and (3.15) yield the statement of 
the theorem. D 
3.3 Recurrence Relations of the General Case 
In this section we find recurrence relations for the forms on any genus-zero subgroup T 
of SL(2, R) which is commensurable with SL(2, Z). As mentioned in the Introduction. 
Helling in [He66] proved: 
Theorem 3.3.1. There exists ape GL+(2,Q) and a square-free integer N such that 
p-'Tp C r0(7V)+. 
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We remark that, as the map / H-> j\[p]k provides an isomorphism of complex 
vector spaces between Ak(T) and A^p^Tp) (see for example [Sh7l], Proposition 2.4), 
we may restrict ourselves to the case where F is contained in To(iV)+. So, from now 
on, we assume that T C To(iV)+ for the same square-free N. Also, since TQ(N)+ acts 
transitively on cusps, without loss of generality, we only need to consider the cusp oo. 
Now let 
oo 
/(z) = </r + $>„<f+ne.4fc(r) (3.2i) 
n=l 
2-niz 
be a meromorphic modular form of weight k for F, where q = e h° . As discussed in 
Section 3.1.1, if k is even or k is odd and the cusp oo is regular, then r is an integer. 
While if k is odd and the cusp oo is irregular, then r is equal to r ' /2 for some odd 
integer / . 
3.3.1 The Weight Zero Quotient 
For a square-free integer N, let I/(TQ(N)+) be the volume of the compact Riemann 
surface Fo(A^)+ \ i}*. which is given by 
p + 1 HTo(N)+) = ^ l [ 
3 n 2 
p\N 
See, for example §3 of [He70]. This formula together with Proposition 2.16 and 
Theorem 2.20 of [Sh7l] and the cusp-split Formula (3.2) imply that 
£ordT/ = An£±IX>, (3.22) 
To continue, we seek a cusp form for Fo(A')+ which plays the same role as A does for 
oo 
SL(2: Z). Let 77O:) = qh*'U J J ^ 1 ~ ^ ^ b e t h e D e d e k i n d e t a function. Then for some 
71 = ] 
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suitable £, the function 
h(z) = Y[ri(Szy 
6\N 
I 
is a cusp form of weight e = -'v(N) on To(N)+, where x(iV) is the number of positive 
divisors of N (cf.[Cu09]). As we shall see, the results below are independent of the 
choice of L 
The form h(z) is holomorphic and non-vanishing on Sj and has a zero of order 
i 
—-o~(N) at oo, where a(N) = Y^S\N &• O n e c a n eas^h' s e e that 
0:= J k 
is a meromorphic modular form of weight zero on T, and therefore it can be expressed 
as a rational function of <j>. the generator of the function field of r\5}*. The first lemma 
of the next section gives the precise relation between 0 and <p. 
3.3.2 The Recursive Formulae 
Wc first state and prove two preliminary results which provide us with enough 
ingredients for the proof of the main theorem of this section. 
Lemma 3.3.2. Let the notation be as above. Then, for some non-zero constant A, we 
have 
t 
e(z) = X]J(<p(z) - ^ ( . s , ) ) ^ 0 ^ " W r j {4>(z) - 4>{T))T^)°^. (3.23) 
i=i Ter\f) 
Proof. To prove this equality it is enough to verify that both sides have the same order 
for the points of r\5}*. Since h(z) is holomorphic and non-vanishing on the upper half 
plane, for any r G T\Sj the order of both sides of (3.23) are the same. For any cusp 
Si- 1 < i' < ' we also have the equality of the orders because ord,Si/i = ' ^ i ' ) . At the 
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cusp oo we start with equation (3.22) and immediately we have 
T^r\Sj* p\N i=0 
This relation combined with the identity TT(p + 1) = o^ AT) imply that 
p\N 
c • , ihoka(N) ^ ^ / c a l W ) _
 £ 
M ) ^ ^ - -2i(^r=S i w '
 r £ M)ordT/-
The last relation shows the equality of the orders at oo and this completes the proof. • 
Lemma 3.3.3. With the notation as above, the coefficients of f satisfy the following 
recursive relation 
— &\0>n-\ — &20-n-2 — • • • ~ (3n-\a\ — Pn . 
an = . (3.24) 
n 
where, for n > 1, (3n is defined by the formula 
Hn 
2khn s—^ . , n
 s v-^ / , , k])1a(N)\ „ . . .. 
** = ^v) E M^) + E (°«U/ - -r^y J *(*<*)) 
*|JV ° , = i V /
 ( 3 2 5 ) 
+ ] £ ord r/Fn(«^(r)). 
Here a(^-) = 0.. t/<J/i0{n. 
Proof. Taking the logarithmic derivative of (3.23) and using equation (3.6), we find 
qf\q) _ (kh0 ^ 5 sh 
7 = 1 V V ' T1 = 0 7 
5 3 o r d T / ^ F „ ( 6 ( r ) ) g n 
r e r \ i ) V n=0 , 
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where Fn is the nth Faber polynomial associated to <f> and E2(q) is the non-modular 
Eisenstein series of weight 2. The last equality can be written as 
qf(q) _ £kh0a(N) kh0a(N) _ ^ n 
f(g) ~ 24, 12T(7V) + r y i n q 
oo 




where (3n is defined as in (3.25). Substituting the ^-expansion of / given in (3.21) in 
Equation (3.27) yields 
oo oo oc 
r + J > + n)anqn = (1 + £ anqn)(r - J ] /3nqn). 
n=l n—\ n=l 
By equating the coefficients of qn on both sides of this last equality, we have the desired 
Identity (3.24). • 
Now, in a manner similar to Lemma 3.2.3 we can write /?„ in terms of the aj for 
1 < j < n - 1. 
Lemma 3.3.4. By the assumptions as above, for n > 1, /?„ can be given as 
f3n = S(n:ai,--- ,a„), (3.28) 
where S(n: a\, • • • . an) is defined as in Lemma 3.1.3. 
Proof. Similar to the proof of Lemma 3.2.3. • 
oc-
Theorem 3.3.5. Let f = qr + / anqr+n be a weight k merom.orphic modular form, 
n = l 
for the genus-zero subgroup V ofT${N)+. Let SQ = oo, S\, S2- •••-, st be representatives of 
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the inequivalent cusps ofY, of widths ho,hi,h.2,---,ht respectively. Then 
n - Y " ( 1 V»i + - + m „ - , ( "»! + • • • + mn-l ~ * ) ' m t m„_: 
«n — / > l — iJ j j "l • • • « „ - l iC
—' m i ! - - - m n _ i ! 
m 1 , . . . T n n _ 1 > 0 X " 
Tnj + . - + (n-l)mn_i=n 
iSEMi)+E(H/-^)»,» 
+ J2 ordT/Fn(0(r))j, 
rem* / 
where Fn is the nth Faber polynomial associated to the Hauptmodul (f> of T. 
Proof. The result follows from Lemmas 3.3.3 and 3.3.4. • 
Theorem 3.3.5 gives recursive formulae for the coefficients of the modular form 
/ . These formulae involve the Faber polynomials evaluated at points of Sj. These 
polynomials can also be calculated recursively. To clarify the situation, and to make 
clear the required input to the recursion relations, we start by giving a recursive formula 
for the Fourier coefficients of normalized Hauptmodul <p of I\ 
3.3.3 Retrieving Fourier Coefficients of Hauptmoduls: The 
Main Result 
L e t d> 
m=
l
- + Y^cnqn., (3.29) 
y
 n>0 
be a Hauptmodul of T. Applying Theorem 3.3.5 to the (normalized) derivative of the 
Hauptmodul d> gives the following equation 
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-ncn = ——- < S(n + 1; 0, - c i , -2c 2 , • • • , - ( n - l)c„_i) 
n + 1 I 
-^E<)-E('"®^W (3-30, 
<5|7V " ! = 1 
- ^ ( l - e ^ F n + a ^ r ) ) ] . 
Ter\ii J rer\ii 
As cn occurs linear on each side of this equation, we can solve for c„. The result, after 
simplification and applying Corollary 3.1.4, is as follows. 
Theorem 3.3.6. If n = —\, then c_i = 1. 
If n = 0, then 
24/^ 0 , , 6T(7V) 
a(JV)fc0 + 6T(A') • ° a(iV)/i0 + 6T(7V) 
{ i > - £n$>«*>+ Ed -o«4 
If n > 0. #ien 
(" + i)(i + ^ $? +") 
{ ^ 5 E * « 0 - s ( n + r;o,-c....,-(„-i)fi.. 
7 = 1 
6T(7V) 
+ Yl (l-e-^Sin+lico-MTlci,...,^!)^. 
Tsr\ij J 
Using Corollary 3.1.4. Theorem 3.3.5 can be rewritten to make the dependence on 
the coefficients of (b explicit. 
Theorem 3.3.7. Let the hypotheses be as m Theorem 3.3.5 and let cir v = —1. 0. 1 . . . . 
be the coefficients of Hauptmoditl 6 ofT. then 
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an = -<5(n ;a i , . . . , a„_ i ) T ^ X ^ ^ I T " ) 
n \ r(N) ^ 8ho 
Yl ( o r c W - 12T(iV) ) 5 ( n ; c ° ~~ ^ s ^ ' C l ' - ' C n-V 12T(/ ) 
- ] P ordTIS(ri; c 0 - <A(T),C], ..., cn_i j >. 
Remark 3.3.8. By Theorems 3.3.6 and 3.3.7, the recurrence relations established 
require as input: 
• a square-free integer N such that T is a subgroup of To(N)+; 
• the weight and divisor of / ; 
• the ramification locus and the ramification orders of the Hauptmodul <j>y and the 
values 4>r{r), where ordT/ 7^  0. 
Given this input, the relations have the same form for all F and / and are, in this 
sense, universal. 
3.4 The Product Expansion of / 
In this section we see that the exponents c(n) appear in the infinite product expansion 
of a modular form / can be expressed in.terms of l3n's as defined in (3.27). First we 
recall the following proposition from [EN96]. 
oc 
Proposition 3.4.1. Let / = qr + \]anqr+n be holomorphic on Sj and assume that 
71 = 1 
f(z + h) = f(z). for all z £ Sj. where h > 0. Then there exists a unique sequence c(n) 
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for sufficiently small \q\. Moreover, 
This shows, in particular, that the modular form / of the preceding section admits 
a similar infinite product representation. This combined with (3.27) gives: 
Corollary 3.4.2. With the notation as above. 





where l3n is given as in (3.27) and fi is the Mobius function. 
Proof. This is a consequence of the Mobius Inversion Formula since 
Pn = J2 c{d)d. D 
d\n 
3.5 Some Examples 
In this subsection we shall re-derive, in the following two examples, the main formulae 
of the earlier works [BKO04] and [Ah02] as immediate corollaries of Theorem 3.2.4. In 
the third example below we study the recursive formulae for To(p) for p = 2. 3, 5, 7,13, 
first as a genus-zero subgroup of the full modular group and then as a subgroup of 
To(p)+. The last example is concerned with a non-congruence lift of F(3) which has 
two classes of regular cusps and two classes of irregular ones. By a lift of F(3) here we 
mean a subgroup of SL(2, Z) that projects to T(3) (see [KSV]). We will then determine 
the space of weight k holomorphic modular forms of this subgroup by computing a set 
of generators for this space. 
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Example 3.5.1. If T = SL(2,Z), then (3n defined in (3.15) takes the following 
simplified form 




= - < S(n, a r + i . . . . , a,.+n_i) - 2ka(n) + ^ eTordr/Fn(T) 
t \ rer\f> / 
which is the same as theorem 1 in [BKO04]. 
Example 3.5.2. In the second example, we consider the case T = To(p): where 
p € {2.3.5,7,13}. According to [Ah02], one may take 
24 
V(Z)\P-1 „ , ,^24 Mz) =
 U^)J ! where ^ = A{z)" 
as a Hauptmodul of To(p). First, we replace the Fn(z) by the j„(z) + Fn(0), where j n 
is jn defined as in [Ah02], as the unique modular function on To(p) which vanishes at 
the cusp 0 and whose Fourier expansion at oo has the form 
3n{(l) = — + J^Jn.m?" 
Q 
for all n > 1. Since T0(p) has two classes of inequivalent cusps represented by SQ = oo 
and si = 0 whose corresponding cusp widths are respectively ho = 1 and h\ = p, the 
Equation (3.15) becomes 
/?n = 2fca(7i) + (o rd 0 / - ^ 0„(0) + Fn(0)) + J ] eTordTf(Jn(T) + Fn(0)) 
= 2fca(n)+ J ] e T o r d T / - ^ J Fn(0) + £ eTordT/Jr i(r) 
\rer\iju{o} / rer\ij 
= 2A:a(n) + ( ^ - r ) F r , ( 0 ) + J ] eTordT/j„(r), 
T€rv«3 
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where the last equality follows from Valence Formula (3.13), Identity (3.2) and the fact 
that [F : To(p)] = p + 1. It is not difficult to show that 
24 
Fn(0) = r (<r(n) - pa(n/p)), a(n/p) = 0 if p \ n. (3.31) 
p - 1 
24 
/ r)(z) \ p l 
To see this, we take the logarithmic derivative of (j>„(z) — I —.—r to get 
\mpz)J 
d>'p(z) = 24 rf(z) 24p r)'{pz) 
<bp{z) p - 1 rj(z) p-1 ri{pz)' 
So, 
q<t>'M h (l - 24 E *(«)*") " ^T (l " 24 E "W )^ 
Replacing the left hand side by — V^ Fn(0)qn (see (3.6)) then yields 
n = 0 
oo oo oo 
E ^(o)^n = i + —T E *(">/" — T E * w1-
Now comparing the coefficients of gn on both sides gives Equation (3.31). Using this 





/?„ = 2fc(r(n) + (— - r)) (a(n) - po(nfp))  V eTordT/ Jn(r) 1 2
 P - 1 _f^a 
2fcp - 24r , , 24r - 2k . , , ^ , , . , , 
— c ( n ) + —pa(n/p) + > e rordT / jn(r) . p — 1 p — 1 ^—' 
These coefficients are the same as those of Theorem 4 in [Ah02]. 
Example 3.5.3. Here we reconsider the case of T = T0{p), where p G {2,3,5,7,13}, 
first as a subgroup of SL(2. Z) and then as a subgroup of Fo(p)+. 
Case I. We recall that To(p) < SL(2,Z) has two inequivalent class of cusps 
represented by so = oc and .si = 0 of widths ho = 1 and hi — p respectively. One also 




is a Hauptmodul of r\)(p). The function <pp{z) has a simple pole at oo and a simple 
zero at the cusp 0. By applying (3.20), we have 
„ - V ( nmi+-+m»-» (^1 + • • • + mn-\ ~ 1)!
 m i m„_, 
^—' m i ! - - - m n _ i ! 
m 1 , . . .m„_ 1 >0 " 77i1 + ~- + ( » i - l ) m n _ j = T i 
- I 2Mn)+(ord0 /-§ ) F„(0) + ^ e rordT /Fn(r) j . (3.32) 
Case II . We shall now regard TQ(J>) as a subgroup of Fo(p)+- One knows that oo 
and 0 of widths ho = h\ — 1 represent the two inequivalent class of cusps of To(p). By 
using Theorem 3.3.5, one has 
> .-M-X+--H"..- , (7Til + -v + m " - \ - 1 ) ! a r - - - o , E (-1)'"1' 
">„_1>0 
TniH K ™ " l ) m n _ i = n 
I I "1 u n - l 
m i l • • • m n ^ i \ 
_ I ( fc(a(n) + pa ( " ) ) + ( o r d 0 / - ^ ± ^ ) F n ( 0 ) + £ eTord r /Fn(r) ) . (3.33) 
In order to see that the two Formulae (3.32) and (3.33) are the same, we need only to 
verify that the following 
2ka(n) - ^ F n ( 0 ) = k(a(n) +pa(~)) - ^ ^ - ( 0 ) 12 p 24 
holds. This last equality is equivalent to the identity 
Fn(0) = -^-(a(n)-M-) 
p — 1 V p 
which was proved in the second example (see (3.31)). 
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Example 3.5.4. In this last example we work with a non-congruence subgroup T of 
SL(2, Z) and study the space of its modular forms. First we start with torsion-free 
genus-zero subgroup T(3). This group has four class of inequivalent cusps represented 
by 0. 1, 2 and oo. Let 
be the parabolic elements of T(3) corresponding to 0, 1, 2 and oo respectively. To 
continue we need the following proposition. 
Proposition 3.5.5. (cf. [JS87]) Let H be a Fuchsian group of genus g and cusp 
number t. having r inequivalent elliptic elements of orders m,\, • • - , mr. Then 11 has a 
presentation of the form 
(yii.Bi,--- .Ag,Bg,Eu---,Er.Pu--- ,Pt 
ET = ••• = ET = rn=i Ei n u * UIAA., BJ = />, 
where the generators E, 's are elliptic. P, 's are parabolic and At, B, :s are hyperbolic. 
Using this proposition, T(3) can be generated by Po, Pj, P2 and P^. Now define T as 
r-i-PoJ^j^.-Poc}. 
It is clear that the cusps 0 and 00 are irregular. By using Corollary 2.3 of [KSV] one 
can see that T is a non-congruence subgroup of SL(2, Z). Since T = T(3). the spaces 
of even weight holomorphic modular forms of F and T(3) are the same. Now we recall 
that the graded ring of integer weight modular forms of r(3). 
oc 
c(r(3)):=0G„(r(3), 
n = 0 
can be regarded as the ring of complex polynomials in two variables. That is to say. 
G(r(3)) = C[/ ] , J2] . where j \ and f'2 are algebraically independent modular forms 
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of weight one for T(3) (see [BKMS1]). These generators may be chosen so that the 
i 
quotient — is <j>, a normalized Hauptmodul of T(3). Knowing the values of <f> at the 
h 
cusps 0, 1 and 2 and the divisors of /j and /2 as 
/ ^ „ /,x - 9 + 3V3i ^ - 9 - 3 A / 3 Z 0(0) = 0. 0(1) = , 0(2) 
2 ' T W 2 
div(/1) = [0], div(/2) = [oo] 
(see [Seb02]). we can apply the formulae in Theorem 3.3.6 and Theorem 3.3.7 to find 
the ^-expansions of <j>, / i and J2- The results are as follows 
4> = q-1+5q2-7q5 + 3q8 + lbqU+ ••• , 
h = 1 - 3q + 6q3 - 3g4 - 6g7 + 6q9 + 6qn + ••• , 
h = q + Q4 +JV + V 2 + • • • . 
where q = —. As we mentioned earlier fi and /2 generate the space of holomorphic 
modular forms of even weights for T as well. Since the space of holomorphic modular 
forms of T of weight one is one dimensional (see Theorem 2.25 [Sh71]), it is enough to 
compute the expansion of / , a generator of this space, by the values of 0 at the cusps, 
the divisor div(/) = |[0] + |[oo] of / and the formula given in (3.3.7). Having this 
data, the ^-expansion of / is computed as 
f = qUl + (3/4 - 3/4iV3)q + (9/16 + 9/16i\^3)q2 + (29/16)g3 + . . . ) . 
Since the space of holomorphic modular forms on T of weigh 2k and 2fc + 1 for any 
k > 1 have the same dimension (see [Sh71]), it follows that a basis for G2k+i(T) can 
be obtained by a basis of G2fc(T) and / . 
3.6 Epilogue 
The formulae obtained in the previous sections of this chapter are obviously of recursive 
nature making one wonder if there is any closed formula expressing the Fourier 
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coefficients of modular forms in a non-recursive manner. 
Such identities for the Fourier coefficients of the j-function have been proved by 
Kaneko in [K96] in terms of the singular moduli, i.e. the values of j at the imaginary 
quadratic points of the upper half plane. Using similar techniques, Ohta in [Oh09] 
has established analogues formulae for the Fourier coefficients of certain higher level 
modular functions on the groups TQ{N) for N = 2. 3 : 4 and T%{N) for N = 2, 3. They 
give some explicit formulae for the coefficients of the Hauptmoduls of these genus zero 
subgroups of SL(2, R). 
The basis of their proofs is a fundamental result of Zagier [Z02] concerning the trace 
of singular moduli. To prove his theorem, Zagier in [Z02] begins with a certain modular 
function of weight 3/2 on Fo(4) and expresses it in terms of well known arithmetic 
functions and finally he finds the traces of singular moduli for the j-function. In the 
same paper he also briefly sketches the generalization of his result for the groups F0 (N) 
where N = 2, 3, 4, 5 and 6. He then remarks that such a result may hold for other 
genus zero subgroups of SL(2, K) with some conditions. 
It appears that one can generalize the works of Kaneko and Ohta to other genus 
zero Moonshine type subgroups. In order to do so, however, one might need to first 
carry out computations similar to those done by Zagier himself for TQ(N). Once this 
is done, the extension of the works of Kaneko and Ohta to such other genus zero 
Moonshine type subgroups does not appear to present serious difficulties. In any case, 
it would be very interesting to compare the recursive formulae already found in [CS2] 
for the Fourier coefficients of Hauptmoduls of the groups under consideration with 
such sought for closed formulae: such comparison definitely leads to very interesting 
and genuinely new arithmetic identities! 
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